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As energy costs continue to climb, the importance of 
insulation as a means by which to reduce energy 'ivaste becomes 
increasingly more evident. But, how much insulation is 
enough? Obviously, the answer to this question is a function 
of the cost of the insulation, the effectiveness of the 
insulating material, and the cost savings that result from 
its ultimate installation. The discussion that follows is 
presented in response to this very question regarding the 
degree of insulation. 
The purpose of this presentation is three-fold. 
Foremost among these purposes is a comprehensive development 
of the concept of economic thickness as it relates to the 
determination of an optimal amount of insulation for a given 
circumstance. Second to this is the presentation of a 
computer algorithm 'l.vritten in Fortran by which the economic 
thickness of insulation may be determined for flat surfaces 
or for piping systems. Finally, the application of this 
computer algorithm is illustrated through a series of 
practical example problems. 
The author would like to take this opportunity to express 
his sincere appreciation to Dr. \-Jayne C. Turner for assistance 
and guidance during this undertaking. Furthermore, a sincere 
thanks must be expressed to the entire faculty of the 
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Department of Industrial Engineering and Management at 
Oklahoma State University for their continued confidence 
and support in my academic and professional endeavors. 
Finally, a heart-felt thanks must go to my wife, Nancy, 
without whose continued support, encouragement, and patience 
this project would not have been completed. 
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The Energy Issue 
The energy situation is a multi-dimensional problem that 
does ~ot lend itself readily to an easily implemented 
solution. Many factors exist that contribute to the over-all 
problem and tend to make its ultimate resolution seem all the 
more unlikely. 
Chief among these factors is what has heretofore been a 
growing reliance by the United States and other energy-
consuming countries on the crude oil supply of a relatively 
small portion of the world. The fast-paced growt h of the 
nineteen sixties and early seventies has pushed our standard 
of living to the point where we now consume one- t hird of the 
world's energy demand. This is phenomenal for a country that 
represents only one-sixth of the world's total population [21]. 
Another of the factors contributing to the energy problem 
in the United States has been a declining interest in domestic 
oil production. Federal price regulations in combination with 
spiralling domestic production costs have made exploration 
and production within the United States almost prohibitive. 
This trend, however, is reversing as foreign oil prices 
continue to escalate and tax incentives tend to make domestic 
1 
oil production more attractive. 
The problem is compounded by the fact that we are 
continuing to place an increased demand on one of our 
nation's least available resources. The United States 
depends upon petroleum products to furnish it with approxi-
mately three-fourths of its total energy needs. However, 
petroleum reserves account for only seven percent of the 
proven economically recoverable resources in the United 
States [19] . 
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To further illustrate the paradox of the energy problem 
consider the case for coal. Coal represents roughly 90% of 
our proven domestic reserves, but yet it accounts for only 
18% of the nation's energy consumption [19]. The conversion 
to coal is occurring at an agonizingly slow pace. Only 
recently have the economics of the situation and tax incen-
tives made the conversion to coal utilization attractive to 
the industrial complex. These economic considerations, 
however, do not lessen the significance of the environmental 
restrictions which must be observed by coal-fired facilities. 
The ultimate solution to our present energy situation, 
like the problem itself, will not be singular in nature. 
Rather, the solution, if one exists, must encompass the 
effective and efficient utilization of all of our energy 
resources (foreign, domestic, renewable, and non- renewable). 
This perspective in combination with sound energy management 
practices and energy planning will aid significantly in our 
continuing efforts to overcome the energy problem. 
The Scope of This Study 
The purpose of this paper is not to lament the causes 
of the energy problem or to admonish our society for its 
continued utilization of vast amounts of non-renewable 
energy resources. To the contrary, the Arr1erican consumer 
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and American industry are to be applauded for the tenacity 
with which they have battled the current energy problem. 
Lowered thermostats in the winter, raised thermostats in the 
summer, car-pooling, more efficient lighting, insulation, mass 
transit, and waste heat recovery devices are but a few of the 
tactics which have proven successful in the fight to curb 
energy consumption. 
Equally so, it is not the intention of this study to 
promote the utilization of one particular energy resource 
over another, or for that matter, to advocate the establish-
ment or adherence to a particular national energy policy. 
The point to be made here is that regardless of the form of 
energy which we have available to us, it is our responsi-
bility, or better yet, our obligation to seek the most 
efficient manner by which to utilize that energy. 
Commitment to this premise both in industry and in the 
home will yield tangible results. The increased longevity 
of current energy reserves and real cost savings are two of 
the primary results of such a commitment. Cost savings due 
to the reduction in energy waste is, of course, a prospect in 
which everyone is interested, and as energy costs continue to 
climb so too will the enthusiasm for reducing energy ~vaste. 
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Just how does one operationalize his commitment to the 
energy obligation? As previously mentioned, there are avail-
able to us a number of ways by which to combat energy waste. 
These techniques would include increased insulation, estab-
lishment of car-pool systems, installation of industrial 
waste heat recovery devices, lowered thermostats, reduced 
excess lighting, and a host of other common sense practices. 
For further information regarding low-cost and capital 
intensive energy practices, the reader is referred to 
references [1, 3, 8, 9, 21, and 24]. 
One of these tactics in particular is the focus of the 
discussion that is to follow. More specifically, the topic 
of insulation is addressed as a means by which to reduce 
heat transfer and, as such, reduce heat loss or heat gain 
in a system. This discussion will serve to illustrate how 
the investment made into insulation may be optimized through 
the minimization of annual costs. This optimum, referred 
to as the economic thickness, is fully investigated in this 
paper. Finally, a computer algorithm by which to determine 
the economic thickness for insulation will be presented. 
A comprehensive understanding of the nature and economics of 
insulation is the end to which this study is devoted. 
Outline of the Study 
An understanding of the nature just indicated will 
require a rigorous development of the theory of heat flux, 
the effect of insulation on heat flow, and the economics of 
insulation. For this reason, it will prove most helpful to 
outline the subject material to be presented in subsequent 
chapters of this study. 
Chapter II will concentrate primarily on the thermo-
dynamic theory of heat flux and the retarding affect .that 
insulation produces on this heat flow. The criteria by 
which to select or compare various types of insulation 
materials are also presented in this chapter. 
The economics of insulation will be the focus of 
Chapter III. Of particular importance in this chapter is 
the concept of economic thickness. It is this technique 
which allows us to optimize the investment that may be made 
for the insulation of a vessel, piping, or a building. 
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Chapter IV presents a computer algorithm by which the 
somewhat tedious calculations required of the economic 
thickness determination procedure may be executed in an 
efficient manner. The nature of the information which must 
be supplied in this program is also outlined in this chapter. 
The usefulness of the proposed algorithm is demonstrated 
in Chapter V thorugh the investigation of a variety of 
example problems. These examples will encompass both flat 
surface and piping system analyses. 
Chapter VI summarizes the results of this study and 
reiterates the importance of our ene.rgy obligation. A dis-
cussion on the utilization of the computer algorithm 
developed in this study by the Department of Industrial 
Engineering and Management at Oklahoma State University will 
also be presented in this chapter. 
Some Basic Assumptions 
Fundamental to the discussion that follows are some 
basic assumptions. These would include: 
1) Energy costs will continue to rise and, as such, 
the need to investigate methods by which to reduce 
energy waste is evident. 
2) The fundamental principles of thermodynamics and 
the equations representative of heat transfer as 
developed by J. F. Malloy [17] are valid and 
relatively accurate. 
3) Insulation through the application of various 
materials onto a system is a means by which to 
retard the normal heat transfer process. 
4) The principles of engineering economics as 
presented by White, Agee, and Case [28], Fabrycky 
and Thuesen [12], and Bussey [6] are indicative of 




Theory of Heat Flux 
Prequisite to an understanding of how to prevent the 
flow of heat is a fundamental knowledge of the theory of 
heat flow or heat flux. The discussion that follows is 
directed toward the development of this understanding of 
the basic thermodynamic principles of heat transfer. 
John F. Nalloy [17] defines heat as energy in transition. 
Heat is the result of a change in the physical properties of 
matter. The conversion of potential energy to kinetic 
energy as displayed by the heating of an object as it falls 
from a higher elevation to some lower point is indicative 
of a transition process. Likewise, a change in the internal 
energy of matter results in the production or consumption 
of heat. A change in the physical state of matter such as 
the conversion from gas to liquid or liquid to solid states 
is typical of this type of heat flow. 
Temperature is a comparative assessment of the energy 
level associated with the state in which a specified amount 
of matter currently exists. Temperature scales are a 
convenient means by which to make this assessment of energy. 
Degrees Fahrenheit and degrees Celsius are probably the 
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temperature scales most familiar to us. These scales are 
based on commonly observed physical phenomena such as the 
freezing and boiling points of water. Generally less familiar 
to the majority of people are those temperature scales which 
are based on less commonly observed events. These absolute 
scales as they are referred to are based upon the state of a 
substance at which no net internal energy is present. This 
state of matter is typified by no intramolecular motion. 
Degrees Rankine and degrees Kelvin are terms reflective of 
the absolute scales and are of critical importance in the 
study of physics, chemistry, and thermodynamics. 
Fundamental thermodynamics [27] tells us that the trans-
fer of heat occurs solely because of the existence of a 
difference in temperature. This process is reflective of the 
natural physical tendency for all matter to seek its lowest 
energy state. That is, heat will flow from an area of high 
energy concentration (characterized by a comparatively high 
temperature to an area of lower energy concentration 
(characterized by a comparatively low temperature). This 
process will continue until the two areas are in equilibrium. 
For purposes of demonstration, let us suppose that we 
have the simple arrangement shown in Figure II.l. Suppose 
further that Mass-TH represents an unspecified amount of a 
material that exists at some arbitrarily high temperature, TH. 
Similarly, Mass-TL may be thought of as an unspecified amount 
of a material that exists at some arbitrarily low temperature, 





Figure II.l. Illustration of Fundamental 
Heat Transfer Process 
temperature is the convenient comparative assessment of the 
amount of energy within matter at some specified state. As 
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a result, we can associate Mass-TH with an amount of material 
that exists at a higher energy state relative to the state 
at which Mass-TL exists. 
This difference in temperature will dictate the direction 
of heat flow that will result in the hypothetical situation 
depicted. Mass-TH seeking its lowest possible energy state 
will expend energy in the form of heat in the direction of 
Mass-TL as indicated in Figure II.l. This process will 
continue until the energy states of the two masses are 
identical or, more simply, until TH equals TL. 
This process by which energy is expended is referred to 
as heat transfer. It is important to note that the direction 
of natural heat transfer will always be from the higher 
temperature area to the lower. 
While the situation depicted in Figure II.l is useful 
for the purpose of introducing the concepts of heat transfer 
and energy flow, it does represent a rather idealized case. 
To facilitate a more comprehensive understanding of heat 
transfer let us now focus on an enhanced model that is more 
representative of a real-world situation. Figure II.2 
depicts a more realistic condition. 
Figure II.2. Illustration of Heat Transfer 
Across a Homogeneous 
Boundary 
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Notice that in this figure we have the same basic arrange-
ment as that of Figure II.l with only one exception. In this 
model, a physical boundary of homogeneous construction has 
been added to separate the areas of temperature extremes. 
This depiction is truly more representative of the real 
world problems regarding energy transfer. For example, the 
boundary may be thought of as a wall separating indoors from 
outdoors or any other two areas of extremes in temperature. 
From the previous discussion we know that heat will flow 
from TH to TL. However, what will be the effect of the 
boundary on the heat transfer process? No doubt the boundary 
will impart a retarding effect on the flow of energy from 
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TH to TL. 
The flow of energy through any medium will be directly 
proportional to the temperature difference under considera-
tion and inversely proportional to the resistance acting to 
prevent that flow of energy. Stated in algebraic terms this 
would imply that for Figure 11.2 the heat flow that is 
realized may be assessed by the following relationship. 
Heat Flow = Temperature difference Resistance to heat flow (11.1) 
Equation 11.1 gives the terms for heat flow expressed 
as a ratio of the temperature difference to thermal resistance. 
To further understand the nature of heat flow one should 
investigate the numerator and the denominator of this ratio 
individually. 
The temperature difference, or simply ~T, is a relative 
comparison of the energy levels of the two masses that lie on 
either side of the boundary or barrier. As such, ~T may be 
found be simple subtraction as the difference between TH and 
TL where these two terms are typically expressed in degrees 
Fahrenheit. 
The thermal resistance, Rt' of the boundary is a function 
of the type of material comprising that barrier and the amount 
of material, particularly thickness, which is present. Thermal 
resistance for a particular material is characteristic of that 
material and is usually expressed as the reciprocal of the 
thermal conductivity, k, for said material. The thermal con-
ductivity is an assessment of the amount of energy in BTU's 
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which will pass through a one square foot section of a 
particular material that is one inch thick in one hour. In 
other words, the units fork are expressed as shown below. 
k =BTU/hour/square foot/qegree F/inch [22] 
K-values for various structural materials are given in 
Appendix A.1. The reader should note that some of the values 
so represented are U-va1ues. U-values are expressions of 
1/C where C is the overall resistance of a specified thickness 
of the structural component under consideration. This table 
is abridged from P. D. Close's text [7] and the ASHRAE 
Handbook of Fundamentals [13]. 
As already stated, thermal resistance is dependent on 
the amount of material present as well as the type of 
material under consideration. It is relatively obvious that 
thermal resistance will increase as the thickness of the 
barrier is increased. These two facts would imply that 
thermal resistance is directly proportional to the thickness 
of the material and inversely proportional to the thermal 
conductivity of the material of which the barrier is composed. 
That is: 
Thermal Resistance = R _ Thickness (in inches) t - Conductivity (k) 
= (degree F)(sq. ft.)(hour) 
BTU 
Substituting this expression for Rt into Equation II.1, 
we get the relationship for heat transfer as shown below. 
Heat Flow = Temperature difference = Q Resistance to heat flow 
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liT 
Q = Rt = thickness 
k-value 
(II. 2) 
= BTU/(hour)(sq. ft.) 
From Equation 11.2, we can now easily understand the 
units for heat flow. This expression gives heat flow, Q, 
equal to BTU's per hour-square foot. This is an approxima-
tion of the number of BTU's which may be transmitted through 
a barrier of homogeneous composition that is one square foot 
in surface area for one hour. Had the total surface area for 
a larger barrier and the number of hours at which such a 
system operated at the conditions TH and TL been specified, it 
would have been a relatively simple matter to obtain the 
total amount of heat transferred through the indicated 
boundary. 
Heat Loss = Q x (surface area) x (operating hours) (II.3) 
BTU ( ft ) (h ) BTU's =(hr)(sq.ft.)x sq .. x rs = 
The BTU is an acronym for the British thermal unit. It 
is a unit of heat or energy. The BTU is defined as the 
quantity required to raise a one pound mass of water from 
59.5 degrees Fahrenheit to 60.5 degrees Fahrenheit [27]. The 
reader should be aware that more elaborate definitions for 
the BTU exist. However, this definition is more readily 
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understood by the layperson. Definitions of a more technical 
nature are found in references [17, 20, and 27]. 
From the foregoing discussion, one realizes that if the 
thickness and composition of a flat barrier of singular 
construction and the existing temperature difference is known 
that Equation II.2 can be used to determine the heat flux or 
heat transfer rate, Q. 
Q = 
TH - TL 
-t..-h...,..i-ck..-n_e_s -s- = BTU It hour)( s q . f t . ) (II.2) 
k-value 
Furthermore, having found the heat flow rate for a 
single square foot surface area over a time duration of one 
hour, the total heat loss may be found by evaluation of 
Equation II.3. 
Heat Loss= Qx(hours)x(sq. ft.)= BTU's (II.3) 
Equation II.2 has been indicated as the expression which 
may be employed to evaluate heat flow through a single, flat 
homogeneous barrier. However, what if the boundary is not 
singular in composition? For instance, a conventional 
exterior building wall is usually constructed of some form of 
masonry, lumber, tar-paper, a modest amount of insulation, 
and an interior panelling. Obviously, this is not a homogeneous 
barrier. Equation II.4 indicates that the additive nature of 
the thermal resistivities of the individual components of 
construction may be utilized to determine the heat flow through 
just such a barrier. 
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-TH TL TH- TL 
Q = = (II.4) n n thickness. 
~ R. ~ 1. 1. k-value. i=l i=l 1. 
For example, let us assume that we have a boundary 
similar to that shown in Figure II.3. In this situation we 
have assumed that the barrier between Mass-TH and Mass-T1 
is comprised of four layers of differing composition. 
Figure II.3. Illustration of Heat Flow 
Across a Multi-Layer 
Boundary 
The heat flow through a barrier such as this is 
determined by dividing the temperature difference by the 
summation of the various thermal resistances of each respec-
tive material layer. That is: 
Q = 
By substitution of the known values into this expression, 
the heat flow through a multi-layer heterogeneous barrier 
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may be determined. 
The interface between a barrier and the gas or fluid 
it contains typically exhibits a phenomenon known as surface 
resistance. Surface resistance, Rs' is the retarding effect 
produced on the natural heat flow process by the surface 
film of air or fluid in contact with the barrier. Surface 
resistance, like other thermal resistances, is inversely 
proportional to the conductivity of the film-barrier inter-
face, f. Simply stated: 
The effect of surface resistance may be accounted for in 
the heat flow expression by simply adding R into the s 
denominator of Equation II.4. The result of taking surface 
resistance into consideration yields Equation II.S. 
Q = n 
L 
i=1 
















Surface film conductance, f, is a function of surface 
emittance, surface air velocity, and the comparative tempera-
tures. As Michael Harrison [14] points out, while volumes of 
tables are available within which values of Rs are tabulated, 
these are at best estimates. The parameters which establish 
Rs typically change over time and as a result so does Rs. 
Some of the more commonly assumed values for Rs as proported 
by Harrison are presented in Appendix A.2. Values for surface 
conductance of various common building materials may be 
determined from the graph presented in Appendix A.3. This 
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graph is taken from the ASHRAE Handbook of Fundamentals [13]. 
One other situation needs to be investigated before 
this introduction to the theory of heat flow is concluded. 
This final area of interest has to do with a particular type 
of surface through which heat may be transferred. Up until 
now our discussion has focused on the transmission of heat 
through a flat surface. Of critical concern to the industrial 
complex, however, is the heat flow that may occur through 
pipes or cylindrical vessels. Due to the radial dispersion 
of heat through a cylindrical surface, the corresponding heat 
flow expression is written as shown by Equation 11.6. 
Q = [14] (11.6) 
In this expression, the term r 2ln(r2/r1) is referred to 
as the "equivalent thickness." The parameters, r 2 and r 1 , 
represent the outer radius of a single layer of boundary 
material (or insulation) in inches and the inner radius of 
the boundary (or the outer radius of the pipe itself), also 
in inches. Multiplication of Equation 11.6 by the quantity 
2Tir2/12 will yield an expression which gives the heat loss 
per hour per linear foot of piping. 
Equations II.1 through 11.6 represent the expressions 
by which the physical heat loss for a flat or cylindrical 
boundary may be determined. These relationships will be used 
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extensively as our investigation concerning thermal insulation 
continues. 
Insulation 
Insulation is a means by which to retard the natural heat 
transfer process. Through the introduction of an insulating 
material between masses of differing temperature, we can sub-
stantially reduce the degree to which heat transfer takes 
place. The degree to which one reduces this heat transfer 
process is dependent on the physical characteristics and the 
amount, or particularly, the thickness of the material so 
utilized. 
Heat transfer may occur by one of three mechanisms. 
These would include: conduction, convection, and radiation. 
Heat transfer via conduction occurs as the result of the 
contact of two materials that exist at different temperatures. 
Conduction is the transfer of heat or energy at the molecular 
level that results in the formation of a temperature gradient 
along those materials that are in contact. Reduction of heat 
loss through conduction is accomplished by using insulating 
materials which are less conductive than the existing 
boundary. For example, glass is much less conductive than 
steel or aluminum. As such, it is used extensively as an 
insulating material particularly in the fiber form. 
Convective heat transfer occurs as the result of the 
heating of the air or vapor in contact with the boundary 
surface. As this gas or fluid heats it tends to rise and as 
. l 
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it rises additional heat is taken with it. Heat losses of 
this nature can be controlled by the creation of small cells 
v-1hich tend to retard this rising action. As a result, most 
thermal insulations are porous or cellular in construction. 
Radiation is the natural transfer of energy from one 
surface to another over some distance. Closely related to 
the emittance of a particular material, this tendency is 
reduced substantially by utilizing insulations which are 
opaque in nature or possibly even contain reflective materials. 
Figure II.4 illustrates the manner by which insulation 
functions to reduce these natural heat loss processes. Due 
to its current popularity and readily understood construction 
characteristics, this diagram is shown with fiberglass as the 
insulating material. Figure II.4 is adapted from Malloy's 
text [17]. 
~ Convection Conduction 
TH TL T· H TL 
Conduction Radiation 
Radiation Convection 
Figure II.4. Illustration of the Three Heat 
Transfer Mechanisms for an 
Uninsulated and Insulated Surface 
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Comparison of Insulating Materials 
Comparison of various insulations is typically based on 
each respective material's resistance to thermal transfer, 
R.. For each insulating material the thermal resistance, 
~ 
R. , is a function of the thickness of the material and the 
~ 
comparative conductivity, k, of that material. That is: 
R. 
~ 
= thickness k-value 
Therefore, R. is a ratio of thickness to conductivity, 
~ 
k. It is relatively obvious that the thermal resistance may 
be increased by one of two modes. First, one could increase 
the thickness of the insulation. That is, more material 
could be added. Secondly, we could attempt to decrease the 
conductivity of the insulating material. Thermal conductivity, 
however, is characteristic of the physical attributes of the 
material so used. As a result, it is quite common to compare 
insulations on the basis of their respective k-values. The 
lower the thermal conductivity, k., the more efficient the 
~ 
insulation. Values of k for various common insulating 
materials are presented in Table II.l. This table is also 
given in Appendix A.4 for ease of reference. Additional 
information regarding k-values and R-values for various 
insulating materials is presented in Appendix A.S. 
It is important to realize that the thermal conduc-
tivity for an insulating material will vary with temperature. 
For this reason, the thermal conductivities given in Table II.l 
/ 
Insulation type and form 
Calcium silicate blocks, 
shapes, P/C 
Glass fiber blankets 
Glass fiber boards 
Glass fiber pipe 
covering 
Mineral fiber blocks 
and P/C 
Cellular glass blocks, 
shal'es, P/C 
Expanded perlite blocks, 
shapes, P/C 
Urethane foam blocks 
and P/C 
Isocyanurate foam blocks 
and P/C 
Phenolic foam P/C 
Elastomeric closed cell 
sheets and P/C 
MIN-K® blocks and blankets 
Ceramic fiber blankets 
TABLE II.l 
INDUSTRIAL INSULATION TYPES AND PROPERTIES 
FHC-Fire hazard 
Thermal Conductivity Comprehensive classification 
Btu-in/hr/sg ft/"F @ T Mean "F strength psi. or flame sprea~-
Temp. range "F 75 200 500 1:!% deformation smoke developed 
to 1,500 .37 .41 .53 100 to 250@5% Noncombustible 
to 1,200 .24 to .31 .32 to .49 .43 to .73 
to 1,000 .22 .28 .51 to .61 • 02 to 3. 5@ 10% Noncombustible 
to 25/50 
to 850 .23 .30 .62 
to 1,900 .23 to .34 .28 to • 39 .45 to .82 1 to 18@10% Noncombustible 
to 25/50 
-450 to 900 .38 .45 .72 100 @ 5% Noncombustible 
to 1,500 - .46 .63 90 @ 5% Noncombustible 
25 to 75 -
-100 to -450 to 224 .16 to .18 - - 16 to 75@10% · 140 to 400 
to 350 .15 - - 17 to 25@10% 25-55 to 100 
-40 to 250 .23 - - 13 to 22@10% 25/50 
25 tp 75 -
-40 to 220 .25 to .27 - - 40 @ 10% llS to 490 
to 1,800 .19 to .21 .20 to .23 .21 to .24 100 to 190@8% Noncombustible 









95% Closed cell 








and Appendices A.4 and A.5 are presented for the mean 
temperature at which that insulation is to be used. The mean 
temperature is the average temperature that will result 




As has already been eluded to, insulation is not 
restricted to the use of one specific material. In fact, 
there exists quite a variety of commercially available 
insulating materials. Some of the more common insulations 
will be discussed in the paragraphs that follow. 
Glass Fiber--The flexibility of fiberglass insulation 
makes its utilization over a wide variety of applications 
possible. It is available in the form of batts, blankets, 
semi-rigid boards, and pipe moldings. Fiberglass may even 
be procured for uses over different temperature ranges. This 
is attributed to the use of different binders within the 
product. Even if "binder burnout" does occur, the long glass 
fibers tend to maintain the structural integrity of this 
insulation. Glass fiber insulation is relatively compressible 
and, as such, it is not considered to be a load-bearing 
insulation. 
Mineral Wool/Rock Wool--This insulating material is 
similar in nature to fiberglass. However, the characteristic 
fibers are formed from molten rock or slag rather than from 
silica. Typically, mineral wool fibers are more heat 
resistant than glass fibers and, therefore, may be used at 
higher temperature ranges. These insulations have fiber 
lengths that are shorter than glass insulation and for that 
reason they are not regarded to be as versatile or durable 
as fiberglass insulations. 
Calcium Silicate--Calcium silicate is an insulation of 
extreme strength and durability. The lime, silica, and 
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fiber construction of this type of insulation makes it popular 
in applications where physical abuse is normally a problem. 
Piping systems in plants and refineries and pressure vessels 
are common applications of calcium silicate. Additionally, 
the fact that this insulation contains no organic binder 
eliminates the problem of "binder burnout." This obviously 
makes calcium silicate applicable to higher temperature 
situations than glass or rock \.Vool. 
Cellular Glass--The thermal conductivity of this type 
of insulation is somewhat higher than most other insulations. 
However, it does possess certain qualities which make its 
utilization very attractive. For instance, cellular glass 
insulation is composed of millions of completely sealed glass 
bubbles. This type of construction is completely impervious 
to liquid and vapors. This fact makes cellular glass insula-
tions extremely popular in exterior and buried applications. 
Furthermore, this type of insulation is considered load-
bearing which increases its versatility that much more. 
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Plastic Foams--There are basically three types of 
plastic foams which are used as insulating materials. These 
would include polyurethane, isocyanurate, and phenolic foams. 
Polyurethane and isocyanurate foams offer the lowest thermal 
conductivities relatively speaking. These foams do pose some 
serious fire safety problems, however. This problem has 
resulted in the use of these foams primarily as a cold 
service insulation. On the other hand, phenolic foams do not 
pose quite the fire safety problem that the other two foams 
do. However, the k-value of this material is somewhat higher. 
Expanded Perlite--Naturally occurring perlite is expanded 
at a high temperature to produce this type of insulation. 
Expanded perlite is rigid and load-bearing but has a higher 
thermal conductivity than calcium silicate and much more 
brittle. This material is also susceptible to absorption 
upon oxidation or aging. 
Min-K®--Developed for use in the aerospace program, this 
insulation material has probably the lowest thermal conduc-
tivity of all the insulating materials at high temperature 
ranges. This material is formed of minute air cells within 
a silica base. It is available in flexible sheets as well as 
blocks. The drawback to this insulation is its relatively 
high cost compared to the other available insulations. 
Refractories--Refractories are those materials which 
tend to maintain their chemical and physical integrity when 
subjected to extremes in temperature. As a means of insula-
tion, there exist basically two types of refractories. These 
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include ceramic fibers and firebrick. Ceramic fibers are 
woven into "blankets" which may be utilized in high tempera-
ture applications. Likewise, firebrick tends to ''cure" upon 
exposure to high temperatures. The result is a highly thermal 
efficient means of construction. 
Selection of an Insulation 
The selection of one particular insulation material is 
not a trivial matter. A lack of concern over the choice of 
an insulation which is appropriate for a specific situation 
could lead to a selection which may prove less effective 
than might otherwise be available. In essence, this could 
mean wasted dollars. Michael R. Harrison [14] maintains 
that several factors should be considered when trying to 
decide on the particular type or form of insulation to be 
used in a specific situation. These would include: 
1) temperature use range, 2) thermal conductivity, 3) compres-
sive strength, 4) fire hazard classification, 5) cell 
structure, and 6) the available form. Each of these parame-
ters will be discussed subsequently. 
All forms of insulation display a temperature range over 
which their use is relatively more effective. Utilization of 
a particular type of insulation above its characteristic 
temperature range may result in degradation of that insulating 
material. This instability may manifest itself as high 
temperature shrinkage or cracking of the insulating medium 
or a phenomenon known as "binder burnout" may be the result. 
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In this situation the extreme temperatures cause a breakdown 
of the organic binder that holds the insulation together. 
In either case, the end result is a rapid degradation of the 
insulating material. The temperature ranges for a specific 
insulation are usually available from the manufacturer. 
Temperature ranges of the more common insulating materials 
are given in Table II.l and Appendix A.4. 
Thermal conductivity, as has already been pointed out, 
is characteristic of the type of insulating material and the 
mean temperature at which it is utilized. The lower the 
k-value, the more effective the insulation will be. There-
fore, it behooves the engineer to select an insulation with 
as low a thermal conductivity as possible given that addi-
tional design parameters have been satisfied. 
The situation under consideration may be such that the 
insulation to be utilized must bear a load. This load may 
be continuous in nature, such as with a buried pipe or 
vessel, or intermittent as in the case of foot or light 
equipment traffic. Specifications with regard to compressi-
bility of various insulating materials are usually available 
from the respective manufacturers. 
Fire hazard classification of insulations relates to 
each product's contribution to flame spread or smoke develop-
ment. Red oak has a flame spread/smoke development of 100/100 
and all insulating materials are compared to this standard. 
Typically, a 25/50 fire hazard classification is considered 
appropriate for situations where fire safety is of concern. 
Fire classification for insulating materials are also con-
tained in Table II.l and Appendix A.4. 
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The ability of an insulating material to absorb moisture 
is a direct consequence of the cell structure of that material. 
Closed cell materials are utilized extensively in situations 
which 'ivarrant that the insulation be impervious to moisture 
or vapor such as the exterior retrofit insulation of a 
building envelope. 
Insulation is available in a wide variety of forms. 
These would include batts, blankets, loose fill, rigid boards 
and blocks, pipe half-soles, full-pipe casings, single-layer, 
and multiple-layer applications. However, not all insulations 
are available in all forms. For this reason, the engineer or 
analyst should seek that insulation form which will prove 
both cost effective and thermally efficient. 
Additional considerations may also exist which are 
specific to a given insulation application. Density, pH, 
and specific heat may prove to be critical in certain 
situations. Consultation with the manufacturer will usually 
provide additional specifications as needed. 
The reader will note that cost has been excluded from 
the criteria by which to select a specific insulating 
material. The economics of insulation (both the initial 
cost and the resulting cost savings) is somewhat intricate 
in nature. As such, this topic will be fully addressed in 
Chapter III. 
CHAPTER III 
THE ECONOMICS OF INSULATION 
Just how much insulation is enough? This question, 
restated here from the preface, is the focus of this chapter. 
Assuming that additional design parameters such as surface 
temperature, condensation control, and process heat loss 
(gain) have been satisfied, the answer to this question is 
typically a matter of economics. For this reason, a compre-
hensive discussion on the costs and cost savings associated 
with the use of an insulating material and the manner by 
which these cash flows may be evaluated will be developed in 
the pages that follow. 
The Costs of Insulation 
Practically speaking, there exist two fundamental costs 
that are of interest when one undertakes the evaluation of 
an insulation system. These cost classifications include: 
1) the installed cost of the insulation, and 2) the periodi-
cally recurring maintenance cost associated with the insula-
tion selected for a specific application. Each of these 
costs will be discussed subsequently. 
The installed cost of insulation consists of several 
major components. These include: 1) the insulating 
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material costs, 2) jacketing costs, if any is required, 
3) securement material costs for wiring or banding, and 
4) the labor costs incurred for the actual installation of 
the proposed materials. 
Literature with regard to the economics of insulation 
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is rich with the methods that may be employed to estimate the 
installed cost of insulation systems [7, 17, and 29]. These 
methods usually involve the use of nomographs and piping 
complexity factors and are, at best, estimates based on 
historical national averages. During periods of extreme 
inflation historical data such as these methods utilize may 
prove to be relatively inaccurate as a means by which to 
estimate the installed cost of insulation. As a result, the 
engineer or analyst is encouraged to consult with the manu-
facturer or a local insulation contractor to obtain a more 
accurate estimate of the initial cost of insulation. The 
data so obtained is usually expressed in a form such as 
installed cost per square or linear foot for a specified 
thickness of the insulating material. 
Estimates of installed cost per square or linear foot 
should be obtained for a range of specific thicknesses of the 
insulating material; for example, cost per square foot for 
one inch of insulation, cost per square foot for two inches of 
insulation, cost per square foot for three inches of the 
insulating material, etc. In this form, the cost information 
so obtained will more accurately reflect the non-linear 
relationship between insulation thickness and installed cost. 
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That is, a single application of three inch thick insulation 
does not necessarily cost three times as much as a one inch 
layer of the same material. This may be attributed to the 
fact that while the material cost of each application may 
indeed triple, the labor required to install a single layer 
of one inch or three inch insulation may remain constant. 
The end result is a non-linear relationship between thickness 
and installed cost. 
Perhaps less familiar is the concept of a maintenance 
cost associated with the use of an insulating material. None-
theless, such a cost does exist and, as such, it should be 
accounted for when one attempts to economically evaluate a 
specific insulation proposal. 
A periodic (usually annual) expenditure will need to be 
forecast to allow for the repair or replacement of an esti-
mated portion of the insulating material. These repairs are 
the result of excessive wear and tear which may be attributed 
to machine vibration, physical abuse due to unusual loading, 
or incidental abuse such as that caused by fork lift maneu-
vering or truck unloading. In an effort to maintain the 
structural integrity and thermal efficiency of the insulation 
system it is wise to plan on a modicum of system maintenance. 
It is usually sufficient to estimate the first year's 
maintenance cost and assume that repairs of a similar nature 
will be required on an annual basis. 
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The Cost Savings 
As discussed in Chapter II, insulation is used to retard 
the natural heat flow process. Respective thicknesses of 
insulation, therefore, may be evaluated by the degree to 
which that heat flow process is reduced. Knowledge of the 
various situational parameters such as operating temperature, 
ambient temperature, surface resistance, hours of operation, 
and surface area will allow for the quantification of this 
reduction in heat loss. Further still, the cost per therm 
(cost per one hundred thousand BTU's) may be utilized to 
determine the dollar value associated with this BTU savings. 
This reduction in heat loss is, therefore, a cost 
savings and, as such, may be thought of as an income with 
respect to the expenditure required to realize this cost 
savings. The resulting relationship between initial invest-
ment and the reduction in annual heat loss (or, gain) will 
be the focus of the following section. 
Probably a less easily understood form of cost savings 
arises with regard to the capital plant investment required 
for a heating or cooling system. The reasoning here is that 
by utilizing an appropriate amount of insulation one may 
effectively reduce the capital investment required for a 
specific capacity conversion plant. The premise being that 
less heat (or, cooling) needs to be generated since less is 
wasted. While the reasoning here is valid, it pertains 
primarily to the evaluation of heating and cooling systems 
that are in the design stage only. The position in this 
study will be such that the majority of insulation studies 
are conducted on a retrofit basis and, as a result, the 
installed insulation will not directly affect the capital 
investment already made in the heating or cooling plant. 
The Total Cost Curve 
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As has already been indicated, the cost of insulating 
and the resulting energy cost savings are related. In 
essence, one could say that we spend some fixed amount of 
money at the present time in order to realize a recurring 
cost savings over some number of years in the future. 
Therefore, it would follow that if one spends a little more 
money now, he will realize a little larger annual cost 
savings. This type of rationale, however, can prove to be 
very misleading. That is, the next increment of insulation 
installed (hence, the next increment of cost) does not 
realize the same magnitude of BTU savings (incremental cost 
savings) as did the previous incremental thickness of insula-
tion under evaluation. 
As T. S. Rogers [23] points out this is probably a 
classic demonstration of the "Law of Diminishing Returns." 
That is to say that as the capital investment in insulation 
is increased, a smaller and smaller cost savings per dollar 
invested is realized. This would imply that there exists 
some point at which the next dollar invested is just 
recovered by the subsequent cost savings. 
Rogers elaborates further on this basic economic 
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principle to develop what is referred to as the "Law of 
Maximum Benefits." With respect to the study of insulation, 
one could say that the maximum benefits associated with the 
insulation of a system will result when the design parameters 
such as process temperature, surface temperature, and con-
densation control are satisfied and the least annual cost 
associated with the fulfillment of these parameters is 
realized. 
The least annual cost may be found by simply adding the 
annualized cost of the investment made into the insulation to 
the costs of the annual energy losses that will occur from 
its ultimate installation. The end result is a curve-linear 
relationship as indicated in Figure III.l. This illustration 
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From Figure III.l one can easily see a graphical demon-
stration of the law of diminishing returns and the law of 
maximum benefit about which T. S. Rogers wrote. Notice that 
as the investment in insulation continues through the applica-
tion of more material the corresponding reduction in heat loss 
lessens. Furthermore, when these two respective curves are 
added the result is a total cost curve as indicated by CurveC. 
Analysis of this curve indicates that a minimum point with 
regard to the annualized cost of insulation does indeed exist. 
This is the point of maximum benefit or minimum annual cost 
that Rogers refers to. 
The total cost curve was later modified by Michael 
Harrison [14] to reflect the non-linear relationship that is 
characteristic of increased thicknesses of insulation. The 
resulting cost curve is depicted in Figure III.2. Notice 
that this graphical representation of the annualized cost of 
insulation also accounts for the additional labor that is 
required for double and triple layer installations. 
The Economic Thickness of Insulation 
The point of minimum annualized cost of insulation which 
has been eluded to is referred to as the "economic thickness" 
of insulation. As such, the economic thickness is that thick-
ness which will prove to be of maximum economic benefit for 
the situation under study. 
The technique by which the economic thickness of insula-
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Figure III.2. Modified Total Cost Curve 
for Insulation 
the total cost curve. As indicated in a study by the York 
Research Corporation [29] there exist two basic approaches 
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to the determination of the economic thickness of insulation. 
These methods include: 1) the minimum total cost method, and 
2) the incremental cost method. While both of these tech-
niques will yield the same economic thickness for a given 
situation, the former approach will be the one taken in this 
study. 
The minimum total cost method requires that the actual 
energy losses and insulation costs be calculated for each 
individual thickness of insulation under consideration. It 
follows, therefore, that the thickness which yields the 
lowest annualized total cost would correlate to the economic 
thickness. For the majority of situations this method has 
proven to be difficult to perform by hand calculation. 
However, the reader should keep in mind that the ultimate 
goal of this study is the development of a computer program 
by which to determine the economic thickness of insulation 
via the total cost method. 
The Economic Analysis of Insulation 
The economic evaluation of insulation may be performed 
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by employing the accepted standard principles of engineering 
economic analysis. These techniques may be utilized to 
annualize the total cost of various thicknesses of insulation 
for a specific situation. Once calculated, these annual 
dollar amounts may be compared to identify that thickness at 
which the minimum annual cost may be realized. These economic 
techniques are discussed in detail in references [12, 16, and 
~] and the reader is encouraged to review these sources to 
increase his familiarity with the evaluation methods soon to 
be discussed. 
To facilitate a comprehensive understanding of the cal-
culation procedure required to determine the economic 
thickness of insulation, a generic outline of the solution 
methodology will be presented. The procedure developed in 
the paragraphs that follow will orient the reader to the 
technique that will be applied consistently throughout the 
remainder of this study. Furthermore, each of the steps in 
the solution procedure will be explained in theory as to what 
its function is and how it relates to the remaining steps. 
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Step 1: Scope of Study--This phase of the analysis 
deals with the specification of the problem to be investigated. 
Certain parameters characteristic of the situation under 
investigation should be delineated at this time. A checklist 
of the questions that need to be researched might include: 
a) What is the system to be insulated? Is it a 
flat surface or is it a piping system? 
b) What type of insulation needs to be used in the 
system under analysis? 
c) What is the k-value associated with the insula-
tion under consideration? Can a lower k-value 
be obtained? 
d) What is the feasible range of thicknesses which 
needs to be analyzed? 
e) What is the process temperature and the ambient 
temperature of the system? 
f) What is the efficiency of the conversion plant? 
The questions posed above are indicative of the physical 
aspects of the system which need to be confirmed. These 
parameters may be measured directly from the system as it 
presently exists. The selection of a particular type of 
insulation may then be based on analysis of these conditions. 
This process was discussed at length in Chapter II. 
Additional information of a different kind needs to be 
sought during this step. The economic parameters appropriate 
for the evaluation of the proposed insulation need to be 
established. This data would include the firm's minimum 
attractive rate of return or it's cut-off rate, the general 
inflation rate, an estimate of the fuel escalation rate, 
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and, of course, the cost per unit of heat or cooling. The 
installed cost of the various thicknesses of insulation should 
also be determined at this time. 
The useful life of the selected insulation should be 
specified at this time. The research literature is somewhat 
vague with respect to the determination of an insulation's 
useful life. The analyst is encouraged to consult with a 
manufacturer's representative concerning this problem. 
While this listing of the variables which need to be 
defined seems somewhat overwhelming, it serves to indicate 
the complexity one encounters when attempting to analyze 
insulation systems. The actual determination of these 
parameters alone may be quite a cumbersome undertaking much 
less their subsequent evaluation. 
Step 2: Determination of Heat Loss (Gain) in BTU's--
Utilizing the concepts presented in the discussion on heat 
flux in Chapter II and the parameters defined in the previous 
step, the annual BTU loss and/or gain must next be calculated. 
This step will make use of some form or combination of 
Equations II.S and II.6 to determine the annual BTU loss for 
heating processes or BTU gain for cooling situations for a 
specific thickness of the insulation. While the equations 
so mentioned may be used to determine the energy loss for 
the entire system, it will be the practice of this study to 
determine this loss in terms of BTU's per foot; either square 
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foot for flat surfaces or per linear foot for piping systems. 
This is done to keep the numbers reasonable and thereby 
maintain ease of computation. 
Step 3. Annual Energy Cost Determination--Once deter-
mined, the annual BTU loss per foot may be multiplied by the 
cost of producing that heat. In the case of cooling, the 
annual BTU gain per foot may be multiplied by the cost of 
providing a unit of cooling. Each of these costs may be 
obtained from accounting records in the form of dollars per 
therm of energy consumed. A therm is equivalent to one 
hundred-thousand BTU's of energy. This step essentially 
converts the annual BTU loss to an annual dollar amount at 
the current cost of the fuel so utilized. 
Step 4: Net Present Cost of Annual Energy Losses Over 
the Life of the Insulation--The present value of the annual 
energy costs that will result over the useful life of the 
insulation may be found once the annual dollar value that is 
associated with that energy loss is identified. This is 
accomplished by compounding the current equivalent dollar 
value of the energy loss at a modified interest rate, k', 
over y periods into the future and then discounting each 
of the subsequent future sums back to the present time at the 
firm's minimum attractive rate of return. This modified 
interest rate as developed in an article by K. E. Case and 
W. C. Turner [26] is favored here as the means by which to 
account for the effects of both the general inflationary 
trend and the accelerated rate of increase for a specific 
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component of the economy, such as energy prices. The 
quantification of k' is shown in Equation III.1. 
k' = 1 + k 1 + j [26] (III.1) 
In this expression, k is the rate of increase of a 
specific economic component such as energy costs. The other 
factor, j, is the interest rate reflective of the general 
inflationary trend. 
Inflating the annual dollar loss attributed to wasted 
BTU's as found in step two by the factor, (1 + k')Y, and 
then discounting that single sum so generated will accurately 
yield a present worth amount for any year's energy loss. 
This procedure is repeated for each year that the insulation 
is expected to be in service. These present worth amounts 
may then be summed to find the total present worth of all of 
the energy losses that will occur over the useful life of the 
insulation. The end result is a present worth expression of 
the kind indicated by Equation III.2. 
n 
PWenergy = ~ current value x (1 + k, )y x (1 + i) -y L of energy loss 
y=1 
(III.2) 
Likewise, the maintenance costs should be discounted to 
the present time by the same factor, (1 + i) -y. The 
maintenance costs, however, are not compounded as were the 
energy costs since they are assumed to be expressed in terms 
of "constant worth" dollars [ 28] . This combined present ~vorth 
procedure is consistent with that presented by C. B. Estes, 
K. E. Case, and W. E. Turner [11]. 
Utility and maintenance costs are expenses with regard 
to the income statement. As such, the net effect of these 
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cash flows may be found by multiplying the recurring dollar 
values by the quantity, (1 - Ti), where Ti is the incremental 
income tax rate for the firm. This approach is taken in an 
effort to more accurately reflect the true magnitude of the 
costs incurred as a result of the installation of the 
insulation. These facts combined will yield an after tax 
present worth expression for the annual energy losses and 
the required maintenance of the specific thickness of insula-
tion under immediate investigation that is of the form 
indicated by Equation III.3. 
n lr . annual ~ 
PW = L LmaJ.nctoe::nce +energy (1 + k' )Jx (1 - Ti) x (1 + i) -y 
y= 1 cost ( I I I . 3 ) 
Recursive evaluation of this expression for all values 
of y, the years in the estimated life of the insulation, will 
yield a single present sum that is equivalent to the cash 
flow profile generated by the insulation's continued utiliza-
tion. This single sum will be used in the next step of the 
analytical procedure to determine the total annual cost of 
the increment of insulation under consideration. 
The reader will note that upon inspection Equation III.3 
contains no expression for the depreciation of the insulation. 
It should be pointed out here that insulation is not depre-
ciable [10] and, as a result, no term incorporating its effect 
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is included in Equation III.3. It is the contention of the 
Internal Revenue Service that the insulation is regarded as 
a non-depreciable capital asset whose depreciable value will 
be accounted for in the expensing of each year's required 
maintenance. For this reason, depreciation strategies are 
eliminated from the solution procedure to be utilized through-
out the remainder of this text. 
Step 5: The Total Annual Cost Determination--Once 
calculated, the present worth of the annual cash flows due to 
the energy losses and maintenance costs may be added to the 
purchase price or installed cost of the respective increment 
of insulation under analysis. This single sum is representa-
tive of the entire cash flow profile associated with the 
purchase and installation of the insulating system. 
This single sum may then be annualized by employing the 
appropriate capital recovery factor [28]. This factor, 
shown below, distributes the single sum equivalent cost of the 
system over the useful life of the insulation. The result is 
an equivalent uniform annual cost figure which is indicative 
of the annual cost of the installation and maintenance of the 
insulation. It is this amount which will be minimized to find 
the economic thickness of insulation. 
Cap. rec. factor = i(l + i)Y [28] (III.4) 
(1 + i)y - 1 
It should be pointed out here that the purchase price of 
the insulation should be adjusted to account for the effects 
of any tax credit that may be available for insulating 
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practices. At the present time, insulation as it is used in 
industry does not qualify for a tax credit [16]. On the 
other hand, the individual is entitled to a credit for the 
installation of insulation within the home. This credit 
amounts to 15% of the first $2,000 that is spent on insula-
tion or other qualified energy conservation expenditures [10]. 
Step 6: Repeat Steps 2 Through S--Having performed the 
analytical procedure for the initial thickness of insulation 
to be investigated, it may then be repeated for all subsequent 
thicknesses of insulation pertinent to the study. Each 
increase in the thickness of the insulating material will 
result in a smaller BTU loss and, correspondingly, a smaller 
annual energy cost. These reduced costs are typically 
realized at the expense of a slightly higher installed cost 
which, likewise, gives rise to a somewhat higher annual 
maintenance cost. 
Performing the outlined procedure for all thicknesses 
of insulation that are under consideration will yield a set 
of annual cost figures. One annual amount will correlate to 
each respective thickness that is analyzed. The economic 
thickness of the insulation under analysis will be that 
thickness which corresponds to the minimum annual cost figure. 
The analytical procedure previously outlined may be 
demonstrated graphically. Figure 111.3 illustrates the 
methodology that has been proposed as a means by which to 
determine the total annual cost for a range of thicknesses. 
This figure makes use of a cash flow diagram approach to 
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explain the compounding of BTU losses expressed in terms of 
current dollars at the modified interest rate, k'. 
The annual maintenance costs in constant value dollars 
are then added to the annual energy losses to obtain cash 
flow profile C. These cash flows are then discounted one at 
a time at the minimum attractive rate of return to find the 
net present equivalent as shown in profile D. The installed 
cost of the thickness under consideration is then added to 
this present equivalent to get the total net present value of 
the insulation system. This amount is then annualized by use 
of the capital recovery factor as shown in diagram E. Once 
again, it should be noted that this solution procedure is then 
repeated for each respective thickness of the proposed 
insulating material that is to be investigated. 
~~ Example of the Solution Procedure 
An example study will be undertaken at this time to 
further illustrate the analytical procedure that has been 
developed herein. Suppose, for example, that we are con-
sidering the insulation of an eight inch (nominal) iron pipe. 
Let us assume further that step 1, the scope of the study, 
has been researched and the following information pertinent 
to the study has been determined. 
Step 1: Scope of Study 
Firm: Sandco, Inc. 
Contact: S. D. Sandstrum 
Insulation Type: Calcium Silicate with jacketing 
Process Temperature: 180 degrees F. 
Ambient Temperature: 80 degrees F. 
Hours of Operation: 8760 hours 
Pipe Size: 8 inch nominal, Sch 40 
Minimum Attractive Rate of Return:. i = 18% 
General Inflationary Rate:. j = 15% 
Fuel Escalation Rate: k = 20% 
Heat Plant Efficiency: 70% 
Heating Cost: $.35 per 100,000 BTU's 
Estimated Useful Life: 10 years 
Incremental Tax Rate: 48% 
Available Tax Credit: None available 
Range to be Analyzed: 1 to 6 inches 
Increment: 1 inch 
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From this information some additional facts of importance 
to the solution procedure may be calculated as follows. The 
mean temperature to which the insulation will be exposed may 
be found by using Equation II.7. 
= 180 i 80 = 130 degrees F 
Knowing the mean temperature and the type of insulation 
under analysis, the k-value of that material may be found 
from Appendix A.4. Reference to this appendix yields an 
interpolated k-value for the calcium silicate insulation of 
approximately 0.39 BTU per hour, square foot, degree F. 
Furthermore, knowing the operating conditions makes 
possible the determination of the number of heating 
degree-hours that is indicative of the system's operation. 
This quantity may be found on an annual basis as shown below: 
Heating degree-hours = ~T x Hours of Operation 
= (180 - 80) x 8760 Hrs 
= 876,000 degree-hours/year 
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Reference to Appendix A.2 yields a surface resistance of 
approximately 0.460 hour, square foot, degree F per BTU for 
the iron pipe under consideration. Further still, from 
Appendix A.7, the actual outside radius of the schedule 40 
eight inch nominal pipe may be found as 4.3125 inches. This 
information will prove to be of importance in the determina-
tion of the equivalent thickness for this system. This 
concept was introduced in Chapter II. 
The modified inflation rate, k', may also be calculated 
at this time using Equation III.1. 
k' - 1 + k - 1 = 1 + · 20 - 1 = 0.0435 - 1 + j 1 + .15 
The reader should note that k' is not defined for the 
condition where k equals j. This situation would be indica-
tive of a condition in which the annual energy losses would 
be assumed to be expressed in constant worth dollars and the 
analysis would proceed as it would for the case of constant 
value maintenance costs. 
Finally, the installed cost for each respective thick-
ness in the range of insulation to be analyzed must be 
specified. We will assume for this exemplary study that the 
cost information indicated in Table III.l is available. 
Notice that the maintenance costs are a fixed proportion of 
the installed costs, namely 1%. This is a relatively common 
practice. 
Step 2: Annual BTU Loss for Initial Thickness--With all 
of the preliminary information so obtained, we are now ready 
TABLE III.1 
INSTALLED COST FOR EACH THICKNESS 

























to start the recursive evaluation of each respective thick-
ness of insulation under investigation. Let us begin by 
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calculating the heat loss per linear foot for the first inch 
of insulation. Using a modified form of Equation II.6 from 
Chapter II and multiplying by the factor, 2rrr2/12, we can 
find the heat loss per year per foot of eight inch pipe. 
Q = Heating degree-hours 
r 2 ln(r27r1 ) 
k-value + Surface Resistance 
= (876,000)(2rr)(5.3125)/12 
~5.3215) ln(S.3125/4.3125) + 0 460'\ ( 70) \ o. 39 · I · 
= 1,054,609.1 BTU per year per linear foot. 
Step 3: Current Energy Loss Cost--Knowing the annual BTU 
loss to be realized for only one inch of insulation, the 
equivalent dollar value of that loss may be determined by 
multiplying that amount by the current cost per therm of the 
fuel consumed to generate that heat. The current dollar 
value of the heat loss may therefore be found as follows: 
Current Energy Cost = BTU loss x Cost/Therm of Heat 
= 1,054,609.1 BTU x 10 ~,o~6 BTU 
= $3.69 per Linear Foot 
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Steps 4 and 5: Annual Equivalent Determination--Steps 4 
and 5 of the solution procedure may be combined to determine 
the annual equivalent cost of the current thickness of insula-
tion under evaluation. The cash flow analysis developed as a 
result of this integration is presented in Table III.2. The 
result is an equivalent after-tax annual cost of $3.46 per 
linear foot for a one inch thickness of calcium silicate 
insulation. 
Step 6: Recursive Evaluation of Subsequent Thicknesses--
The indicated solution technique may then be repeated for 
each successive thickness of calcium silicate to be analyzed. 
The end results of these calculations may be summarized and 
presented in tabular form as indicated by Table III.3. 
The right hand column in Table III.3 is representative 
of the list of annual cost figures for the respective thick-
nesses in the range of calcium silicate under analysis. 
Inspection of this column reveals that a minimum after-tax 
annual cost figure does indeed exist. The thickness which 
corresponds to this minimum annual dollar figure is two 
inches. Thus, two inches is the economic thickness or the 
thickness of maximum benefit for the situation as described 
TABLE III.2 
EQUIVALENT ANNUAL COST DETERMINATION FOR A 
ONE INCH THICKNESS OF CALCiill1 SILICATE 
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End Inflated Constant Worth Combined Present 
of Energy Maintenance After-Tax Worth 
Year Loss Expense Cash Flow Amount 
0 $ 5. 06 7~ $ 5.06 $ 5.06 
1 3.85 $ 0.05 2.03 1.72 
2 4.02 0.05 2.12 1. 52 
3 4.19 0.05 2.20 1.34 
4 4.38 0.05 2.30 1.19 
5 4.57 0.05 2.40 1. 05 
6 4.76 0.05 2.50 0.93 
7 4.97 0.05 2.61 0.82 
8 5.19 0.05 2.72 0.72 
9 5.45 0.05 2.84 0.64 
10 5.65 0.05 2.96 0.57 
Total Present Worth = $15. 56'~"'~ 
*Indicates installed cost of respective thickness . 
. 18(1.18) 10 Annual Cost= $15.56 x ~~~~---
(1.18)10 - 1 
= $15.56 x (0.2225) = $3.46 per Linear Foot. 
TABLE III. 3 
ECONOMIC THICKNESS DETERMINATION 
FOR CALCIUM SILICATE PROBLEM 
Installed Annual Net After-Tax Thickness Cost Energy Present Annualized (in inches) ($/Ln Ft) Loss Cost Cost (BTU/Ln Ft) ($/Ln Ft) ($/Ln Ft) 
. 1.00 $ 5.06 1,054,609.1 $15.56 $ 3.46 
2.00 9.12 624,146.6 15.48 3.44 
3.00 13.93 462,443.7 18.82 4.19 
4.00 17.48 377,010.1 21.51 4.79 
5.00 25.15 323,844.0 28.93 6.44 
6.00 29.08 287,378.0 32.61 7.26 
for Sandco, Inc., in step 1. 
One can easily see from the sample problem considered 
above that the determination of the economic thickness by 
hand can be quite a tedious undertaking. However, computer 
technology may be utilized to effectively reduce the time 
required to determine the economic thickness of insulation. 
This prospect will be investigated in Chapter IV. 
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CHAPTER IV 
ECOTHK: A COHPUTER PROGRAH 
As indicated by the sample study presented in Chapter 
III, one can easily see the tedious and time-consuming nature 
of the solution procedure required for the determination of 
the economic thickness of insulation. The recursive nature 
of the proposed analytical algorithm, however, lends itself 
quite readily to a computerized process. 
In the discussion that follows ECOTHK, a computer 
algorithm by which to determine the economic thickness, will 
be presented. This computer program will be addressed in 
the batch form and the interactive mode. User instructions 
for the interactive mode will also be presented in an effort 
to help the reader gain access to ECOTHK via the time share 
option. 
ECOTHK -- Batch Form 
From the example study of Chapter III it is obvious that 
the proposed solution procedure is somewhat cumbersome. 
While the calculations do not require high technology 
mathematics, they are, nonetheless, consuming when performed 
by hand. This aspect of insulation economics has, no doubt, 
hampered the efficiency with which the total cost curve for 
insulation systems may be optimized. 
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As previously indicated, the recursive nature of the 
solution procedure outlined in Chapter III proves to be 
highly compatible with computerized algorithms. Computer 
technology, therefore, may be utilized to overcome the tedious 
aspects of the analytical procedure. 
A computer algorithm may be generated by properly 
coding the expressions used in the economic thickness 
solution procedure. In this way, the analyst would simply 
submit the appropriate input data and let the computer 
execute the coded analytical procedure. As a result, the 
economic thickness for a specific insulation system may be 
determined in seconds using the same procedure that required 
literally hours when attempted by hand. 
Just such a computer algorithm has been developed by the 
author using standard Fortran computer language [4, 25]. 
This computer program shall be referred to throughout the 
remainder of this study by the acronym, ECOTHK. 
Figure IV.l is a flowchart of the logic that ECOTHK 
follows. This figure is presented in an effort to further 
substantiate the correlation between the proposed computer 
algorithm and the solution procedure of Chapter III. The 
reader should also note that an explanation for each 
respective calculation performed by ECOTHK is indicated by 
reference to the appropriate equations of Chapters II and 
III. 
Once developed in batch form, ECOTHK was then used to 
perform the calculations required of the sample problem 
START. 
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Read input parameters: 
firm, type of 
insulation, surface 
code, surface 
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for cooling 






























Figure IV .1. Continued 
Move to next 
thickness to 
be evaluated 
Write results of 
calculations for 
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each layer of insula-
tion analyzed: thickness, 




presented in Chapter III. The resulting output of the program 
is presented in Figure IV.2. The reader should note by 
inspection of the hard copy that ECOTHK requires essentially 
the same input data as did the hand calculation procedure. 
The reader should also note that the output of ECOTHK is 
similar to the results of the hand procedure and yields the 
same conclusion with regard to the thickness at which the 
minimum annual cost will be realized for the example situation 
under analysis. 
For the reader's convenience a complete listing of the 
batch form of ECOTHK is given in Appendix A.8. This listing 
includes not only the output of the example study of Chapter 
III, but also a complete listing of the variables used 
within the algorithm and the documentation required to follow 
the logic inherent to the program. 
ECOTHK -- Interactive Mode 
Having been developed in batch form·, ECOTHK was then 
converted to an interactive mode by use of the appropriate 
Fortran control language. As a result, ECOTHK is on disk 
within the OSU Fortran Library and may be accessed through 
the time share option (TSO) . The conversion to an interactive 
form was performed to make ECOTHK more conveniently acces-
sible, remove the necessity of using punched cards to convey 
input data, and to allow for the performance of sensitivity 
analyses on the situation under investigation. 
It is important to realize that the interactive form of 
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ECOTHK is essentially no different than the batch form. As 
such, the logic of this mode may also be illustrated by 
Figure IV.l. The primary difference in the two modes is 
that ECOTHK in the interactive mode may be accessed without 
a key punch and a card reader through the use of a remote 
computer terminal such as a decwriter or cathode ray tube. 
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Undoubtedly, it would prove beneficial to discuss the 
advantages of the interactive mode at this time. The 
following points serve to substantiate the advantages of this 
mode. 
Foremost among the advantages of the interactive mode 
is the potential for remote utilization of the ECOTIIK 
algorithm. The improved ease of access that results should 
guarantee ECOTHK's use within the Department of Industrial 
Engineering and Management at OSU. This is a topic which 
will be addressed again in Chapter VI. 
ECOTHK in the interactive form eliminates the need 
to submit the input data via a punched card. This reduces 
the potential for misapplications of ECOTllK that may result 
from input that is out of order or due to lost cards. 
Furthermore, since the majority of the interactive mode is 
written in free format, exact placement of input data is not 
critical. These facts combined indicate the improved flexi-
bility of the interactive form. 
The improved flexibility and accessibility of the 
interactive mode of ECOTHK allows for the performance of 
sensitivity analyses with respect to the evaluation of 
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insulation systems. That is, once the evaluation has been 
performed under one set of input parameters, the analyst may 
then repeat the evaluation. During the subsequent analyses, 
however, the parameters which may be in doubt could be varied 
or "played with" to determine their true impact on the annual 
cost calculations for the system under analysis. 
The advantages discussed above serve to substantiate the 
enhanced version of the ECOTHK algorithm. It is the author's 
contention that this mode will prove to be the most efficient 
method by which to determine the economic thickness for any 
given situation under consideration. 
User Instructions for ECOTHK 
An interactive program for the determination of the 
economic thickness is the primary purpose of this study. 
As such, it would prove highly beneficial to discuss the 
method by which to access and use ECOTHK at this time. The 
resulting set of user instructions that follows is presented 
in order to increase the user's familiarity with the inter-
active mode and the type and form of data which will need 
to be supplied to ECOTHK in order to determine the economic 
thickness. With the outlined instructions below, the user 
should be amply prepared to access and take full advantage 
of ECOTHK's potential. 
1) Gaining Access to the Computer -- ECOTHK may be 
accessed by a remote terminal via an audio coupler. The 
analyst should dial 822 on a university extension and wait 
for a high-pitched whistle. The whistle indicates that a 
time-share line is available and at this time the user may 
connect the audio coupler. Once connected, the analyst is 
ready to interact with the computer. 
2) Gaining Access to ECOTHK -- Having gained access 
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to the computer, the analyst is now ready to call the ECOTHK 
algorithm. This procedure occurs in a stepwise progression 
with the analyst responding to the requests that the computer 
makes. The scenario proceeds something like this: 
Analyst--LOGON This is the standard acronym 
employed to address the computer 
via the time share option. 
Computer--IKJ56700A ENTER USERID 
Analyst--Ull610A 
The computer is requesting 
the analyst to identify himself. 
The response to this request 
will determine to which account 
the subsequent computer time 
will be charged. 
The user should respond with a 
current user ID number as issued 
by the University Computer Center. 
Ul1610A is the user ID currently 
assigned to this research project. 
Computer--ENTER CURRENT PASSWORD FOR U11610A 
To ensure the security of the 
university computer system, the 
Analyst--STEV 
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computer is requesting additional 
means of identification. 
"STEV" is the current password 
for this project. Should a new 
password be assigned to this 
project, it should be keyed in at 
this time. 
Computer--Ull610A LOGON IN PROGRESS AT (TIME) AND (DATE) 
Computer--READY 
The computer has verified the 
ID and pass\vord the analyst has 
submitted. The analyst now has 
access to the central processing 
unit on a time sharing basis. 
This statement will be followed 
by any current messages of which 
the analyst needs to be m·mre of 
with regard to the status of the 
computer system. 
The computer will follow the 
messages printed above with the 
term, READY. This indicates that 
the computer is prepared to accept 
the commands of the analyst. 
Analyst--TERM LINESIZE(l30) 
The analyst should respond 
with this command at this time. 
This statement simply assures a 
Computer--READY 
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130 character output line which 
is critical to the output that is 
characteristic of ECOTHK's 
execution. 
The computer has acknowledged 
the user's request for a longer 
line of output and is awaiting 
the next command. 
Analyst--CALL ECOTHK.LOAD(ECOTHK) 
With this statement, the 
analyst is actually asking to use 
the ECOTHK algorithm which is in 
the University Fortran Library. 
The computer ~;vill now start to 
request input data specific to 
the study to be undertaken. 
The user should be patient with the computer. At times 
the computer is extremely busy accommodating the requests of 
all remote users. As such, there may be a substantial time 
lag between the command of the analyst and the response of the 
computer. This characteristic is typical of the time share 
option. 
Another word of warning is in order at this time, also. 
The analyst should make sure to press the return key after 
each line of data he enters on the remote terminal. Without 
this action, the analyst's command is not entered into the 
execution queue and, as a result, the computer does not know 
to respond in an interactive manner. 
3) Entering Input Data for ECOTHK -- At this time the 
analyst is ready to supply input data to the ECOTHK 
algorithm. As previously indicated, ECOTHK will request 
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the data and the analyst should make the appropriate 
responses. To illustrate this procedure, the data pertinent 
to the example study of Chapter III will be entered in 
response to ECOTHK's requests. For example: 
Computer--ENTER NA}ffi OF FIRM 
Analyst--SANDCO, INC The analyst may enter any 
acronym indicative of the client 
for whom he is conducting the 
study. This acronym may not 
exceed 16 characters. 
Computer--ENTER CLIENT REPRESENTATIVE 
Analyst--S D SANDSTRUM 
The user may respond with any 
name not exceeding 16 characters. 
Computer--ENTER INSULATION TYPE UNDER ANSLYSIS 
Analyst--CALCIUM SILICATE 
The specific type of insulation 
to be analyzed should be entered 
at this time. Once again, the 
appropriate entry may not exceed 
16 characters in overall length. 
Computer--ENTER K-VALUE OF INSULATION 
Analyst--0.3900 The k-value of the insulation 
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should be typed in at this time. 
This figure found in Appendix A.4, 
may be carried to any number of 
decimal places. However, it is 
doubtful that significance beyond 
four decimal places will have 
any real impact on the economic 
thickness determination. 
Computer--ENTER INCREMENT AND FINAL THICKNESS 
Analyst--1.00 6.00 Respective values for the 
increment by which each successive 
thickness will be increased and 
the final thickness to be analyzed 
are entered at this time. These 
values should be in terms of 
inches. Each value should be 
entered as a real number with the 
decimal point included. The two 
figures should be separated by 
at least one blank space. No 
punctuation is required to 
separate the data so entered. 
Computer--ENTER MARR, INFLATION &~D FUEL ESCALATION 
RATES 
Analyst--0.18 0.15 0.20 
The analyst should respond 
by entering the appropriate 
interest rates in decimal form. 
Once again, all that is required 
to separate the data files is a 
blank space. 
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Computer--ENTER HEATING AND COOLING DEGREE-HOLJRS 
Analyst--876000.0 00.0 
Appropriate values for heating 
and cooling degree-hours may be 
determined by using the equations 
of Chapter II and III. The 
resulting data should be entered 
at this time. If one or the other 
of these processes is not to be 
considered zeroes should be entered 
in real form. Do not leave a 
blank data file. Each of these 
figures should be entered as 
real numbers with decimals 
included. 
Computer--ENTER HEATING AND COOLING EFFICIENCIES 
Analyst--0.70 0.70 The efficiency of both the 
heating and cooling system are 
typed in at this time in decimal 
form. As before, these values 
need to be separated by a blank 
space. A real value other than 
zero has to be read in each of 
these data files regardless of 
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whether the specific process 
(heating or cooling) is not being 
analyzed. If one of these 
processes is not being analyzed, 
simply repeat the known efficiency. 
The imaginary value 't17ill not enter 
into the calculations for process 
of interest as long as the cor-
responding degree-hours has been 
specified to be zero. 
Computer--ENTER EXISTING SURFACE RESISTANCE 
Analyst--0.4600 For the eight inch Sch 40 pipe, 
the surface resistance was found 
in Appendix A.2 to be 0.4600. 
This value is entered presently 
as a real number. 
Computer--ENTER HEATING AND COOLING COST PER THER}1 
Analyst--0.35 0.00 The average dollar cost for 
1 x 105 BTU's of heating and/or 
cooling is entered at this time. 
Once again, a value must be read 
for each cost. If a specific 
process is not being investigated, 
simply record 0.00. These values 
should be separated by a blank 
space. 
Computer--ENTER INCREMENTAL TAX RATE AND TP.u~ CREDIT 
Analyst,..,..,0.48 0.00 
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The appropriate tax rate and 
and available tax credit should 
be typed in response at this time. 
These values should be entered 
in real form and separated by a 
blank space. If a tax credit 
does not apply, simply record 
0.00. 
Computer--ENTER USEFUL LIFE OF INSULATION 
Analyst--10 Once determined, the useful 
life of the insulation (in years) 
may be entered as an integer. 
Computer--ENTER SURFACE CODE AND OUTSIDE RADIUS 
Analyst--1 4.3125 The surface code is an integer 
value. Flat surfaces correspond 
to a 0 (zero) and piping systems 
are represented by a 1 (integer 
one). It is important to specify 
which type of system is under 
investigation so that ECOTHK can 
employ the appropriate heat flux 
equations. If a piping system is 
under analysis, the outside 
radius of the pipe should be 
recorded at this time. Data of 
this type is available from 
Appendix A.7. If a flat surface 
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is under evaluation, 0 .. 00 should 
be keyed in for the outside 
radius. The two values should 
also be separated by a blank 
space. 
Computer--ENTER THICK~~SS, INSTALLED COST, MAINTEN&~CE 
COST 
Analyst--0.00 0.00 













The thickness, installed cost, 
and maintenance cost for each 
respective layer under consider-
ation should be entered in matrix 
form at this time. Each line 
should correspond to the data 
relevant to one thickness. It is 
very important that the data be 
entered in real form and in the 
order indicated. The data files 
on each line should be separated 
by at least one blank space. 
ECOTHK "~;vill respond with a question 
mark each time the return key is 
pressed to start a line of data 
for a new layer. 
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4) Obtaining Output from ECOTHK -- Once all of the 
pertinent cost data for each thickness has been entered, 
ECOTHK will respond very quickly with the results of its 
execution. ECOTHK will yield a hard copy which \vill identify 
the study, echo the situational parameters submitted to it, 
and list the BTU loss (or gain) and the annualized cost of 
the system at each respective thickness of insulation under 
evaluation. 
Similar to the batch form and hand calculation, 
inspection of the output will yield the determination of the 
economic thickness for the particular study at hand. The 
economic thickness will correlate to that thickness of 
insulation which will result in the minimized after-tax total 
annual cost. 
Upon completion the computer will be in the "READY" mode 
once again. The analyst may opt to terminate use by simply 
typing LOGOFF or, he may want to repeat the run with a change 
of variables. This is accomplished by restating the line size 
and calling ECOTHK into an interactive mode once more [see 
Step #2] . 
For the reader's convenience, the hard copy resulting 
from ECOTHK's execution of the sample problem under consider-
ation is presented in Figure IV.3. The various stages of 
progression for ECOTHK's use are also indicated in this 
figure. For ease of reference, a copy of this run is also 
reproduced in Appendix A .8. 
Inspection of ECOTHK's output indicates that the 
results of its execution are consistent with those obtained 
by the hand calculation procedure. As before, two inches 
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of calcium silicate yields the minimum after-tax total annual 
cost. 
ECOTHK is not limited to the evaluation of piping 
systems only. In fact, ECOTHK is a very flexible algorithm. 
A comprehensive understanding of this flexibility may be 
attained by consideration of a few more sample problems. 
Additional applications of ECOTHK will be the subject of 
discussion for Chapter V. 
LOGON 
IKJ56700A ENTER USERID -
I.J:L:l6:1.0A 
ENTER CURRENT PASSWORQ FOR Ull6:LOA-
STEV 
U11610A LOGON IN PROGRESS AT 12:50:40 ON DECEMBER 12v 1980 
The remote facilits in En~ineerins South will close for semester 
break at 6tOO P•ffi• Thursdasv Dec. 11, and will reopen at 10130 a.m. 
Mondas, Januars 12. 
r~EADY 
TERM LINESIZE <130) 
i=i:EADY 
Cs!)L.L ECOTHK. LOAD< ECOTHI\ > 
ENTER NAME OF FIRM 
SAtHICO, INC 
ENTER CLIENT REPRESENTATIVE 
S [I Sa~NDGTI:~UM 
ENTER INSULATION TYPE UNDER ANALYGIS 
CALCIUM SILICATE 
ENTER K-VALUE OF INSULATION 
•"j~ 
0.3900 
ENTER INCREMENT AND FINAL THICKNESS 
.. j) 
1.00 6.00 
ENTER MARRv INFLATION AND FUEL ESCALATION RATES 
'!, 
0.18 0.15 0.20 
ENTER HEATING AND CODLING DEGREE-HOURS 
.. !, 
0"76000.() oo.o 







ENTER HEATING AND COOLING EFFICIENCIES 
'!) 
0.70 0.709 
ENTER EXISTING SURFACE RESISTANCE 
'!) 
0,4600 A 
ENTER HEATING AND COOLING COST PER THERM 
.. ,~ 
0.35 o.oo 
ENTER INCREMENTAL TAX RATE AND TAX CREDIT 
'? 
0.48 o.oo 
ENTER USEFUL LIFE OF INSULATION 
.. i' 
10 
ENTER SURFACE CODE AND OUTSIDE RADIUS 
!} 
1 4.3~25 
ENTER THICKNESS, INSTALLED cos·r, MAINTENANCE COST 
'r 
o.oo o.oo o.oo 
'i' 
1 • 00 ~5 t 06 (). 05 
'ilo 
2.00 9.12 0.09 
? ~-
3.00 13.93 0.14 
? 
4.00 17.48 0.17 
? 
5.00 25.15 0.25 
? 
--~.00 29.08 0.29 




ECONOMIC THICI"\NEBS DETEJ~MINi~T ION 
DEPARTMENT OF INDUSTRIAL ENGINEERING AND MANAGEMENT 
OKLAHOMA STATE UNIVERSITY 
INPUT F'Af~AMJ:::n~rW 
FIRM: SANDCO,INC 
INSULATION: CALCIUM SILICATE 
INCREMENT: 1.00 INCHES 
AFTER-TAX MARR: 0.18 % 
FUEL ESCALATION RATE: 0.20 % 
HEATING DEGREE-HOURS: 876000.0 
HEAT PLANT EFFICIENCY: 0.70 % 
COST PER THERM OF HEAT; $ 0.35 
INCREMENTAL TAX RATEI 0.480 % 
USEFUL LIFE: 10 YEARS 
CONTACT I G D SANDSTrWM 
K·-·VAI\UJ::.; <>.~5900 BTl.l/llr<v sn FTv fiFG F 
FINAL THICKNEss: 6.00 INCHES 
GENERAL INFLATION RATE: 0.15% 
BUr~FACE RESHITANCE; 0. 4600 BTU/l·H~ v !:;n FT v · DFG F 
COOLING DEGREE-HOURS: o.o 
COOLING PLANT EFFICIENCY: 0.71 % 
COST PER THERM OF COOLING: $ 0.0 
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29.00 
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SAt'JPLE STUDIES HITH ECOTHK 
ECOTHK is a flexible algorithm. The solution procedure 
inherent to ECOTHK may be used to economically evaluate a 
wide variety of insulation systems and situations. It is 
not limited to the consideration of piping systems alone. 
To illustrate this fact, a number of sample studies will 
be presented in this chapter. While these examples do not 
constitute an exhaustive listing of the potential applica-
tions of ECOTIDZ, they do serve to convey to the reader some 
of the major insulation situations for which the algorithm 
was developed. 
Insulation of Cold Processes 
The example problem of Chapter III dealt with the insula-
tion of a hot process. Quite often, however, the analyst will 
be concerned with the insulation of a cold process. ECOTHK 
may be utilized in this type of situation just as it was in 
the former example. 
For instance, let us consider the insulation of a cold 
water reservoir. Treated cold water used as a coolant in a 
24-hour year-round production process must be maintained at 
55 degrees F. The reservoir is a 6' x 6' x 8' free-standing 
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steel tank located within the production building where the 
average ambient temperature is 80 degrees Fahrenheit. 
The reader will note that this sample study differs 
from the example of Chapter III in two respects. First, 
it is a cold process problem and, secondly, it involves the 
transfer of heat through a flat surface. 
To delineate the scope of this study, the following 
situational parameters are assumed: 
Firm: Plastics, Inc. 
Contact: S. D. Sandstrum 
Insulation Type: Urethane Foam 
Process Temperature: 55 degrees F. 
Ambient Temperature: 80 degrees F. 
Hours of Operation: 8760 hours 
Minimum Attractive Rate of Return: i = 18% 
General Inflationary Rate: j = 15% 
Fuel Escalation Rate: k = 18% 
Useful Life: 10 years 
Incremental Tax Rate: 50% 
Available Tax Credit: 00% 
Range to be Analyzed: 0 to 2 inches 
Increment: 0.50 inch 
Surface Code: Flat = 0 
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The insulation to be analyzed is urethane foam in panel 
form. This insulation was chosen due to its availability, 
low k-value, and ease of maintenance. Evaluation of this 
insulation at the mean temperature of 67.5 degrees F. yields 
a k-value of 0.1700 BTU per hour, foot squared, degree F. 
This value was found in Appendix A.4. 
The surface resistance of the steel tank needs to be 
specified at this time. An R -value of 0.486 may be s 
interpolated from Appendix A.2. 
The example problem of Chapter III required the 
determination of heating degree,-.hours. In a s i.'Tlilar fashion, 
cooling degree-hours for this cold process may be found as 
follows: 
Cooling degree-hours = AT x Hours of Operation 
= (80 - 55) x 8760 hrs/yr 
= 219,000 degree-hours/yr 
The cooling of the process water is accomplished via 
electric heat pumps (heat exchangers). These units are 
assumed to have a relative efficiency of 85%. 
Research of the accounting and utility consumption 
records indicates that the average annual cost of cooling 
is approximately $0.53 per 100,000 BTU's. 
Consultation with a local insulation contractor yields 
the appropriate installed cost information. This data is 
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Dividing these total cost figures by the exposed surface 
area of 216 square feet yields the installed cost per square 
foot for each respective thickness of urethane under 
consideration. Table V.2 includes the estimated annual 
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Once determined, these parameters may be submitted to 
ECOTHK for evaluation. Figure V.1 indicates the manner by 
which this data was entered into the ECOTHK algorithm via 
the time share option. 
One inch of urethane foam yields the minimum annual 
after-tax cost of $0.89 per square foot of surface area. 
The economic thickness for this cold water process, there-
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fore, is one inch of insulation. Multiplying the annual cost 
figure so obtained by the exposed surface area yields a total 
after-tax cost of $192.24 per year for maintaining the 
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79 
Insulation of Building Walls 
Until now, the examples in this study have been 
concerned with evaluation of process insulation systems. 
Another area of importance, however, has not yet been 
considered. This area of interest is the evaluation of 
building envelope insulation. 
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ECOTHK may be used to analyze building insulations just 
as it was employed for other evaluations. The fundamental 
difference in this type of application has to do with the 
type of research which must precede the study. 
In the previous insulation systems we assumed a definite 
ambient and process temperature. This fundamental assumption 
does not hold for building insulation systems. That is, the 
temperature outside of the building varies with the climactic 
conditions. The temperature inside of the structure typically 
varies, also. In fact, we very often refer to the indoor 
temperature range as a "comfort zone" ranging from 65 to 
78 degrees F. 
Obviously, these conditions complicate the manner by 
which heating (or cooling) degree-hours for the system under 
evaluation may be determined. One approach to the resolution 
of this problem incorporates the use of standard heating and 
cooling degree-days. 
A heating degree-day is defined as a 24-hour period in 
which the mean daily temperature is one degree below a base 
temperature; usually 65 degrees. Similarly, the cooling 
degree-day is thought to be a 24-hour period in which the 
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mean daily temperature is one degree above a base temperature 
of 78 degrees F. 
Standardized tables of geographical degree~day informa-
tion exist and are presented in Appendix A.6. The heating 
or cooling degree-days for a building may be obtained from 
tables such as these. Degree-hours may then be calculated 
simply by multiplying the referenced value by the quantity, 
24 hours/day. The derived quantity is analogous to the 
heating or cooling degree-hours found by the product of the 
temperature difference and the hours of operation. 
Degree-hours is the form in ~vhich heating or cooling 
load must be submitted to ECOTHK. Therefore, building 
insulation systems may be evaluated by using the standard 
tables presented in the appendices. 
To further illustrate this technique, another example 
study will be undertaken at this time. Let us consider a 
production building the walls of which are constructed of 
e:Lght inch concrete blocks. There is currently no insulation 
on these exterior walls. It is felt that the ceiling of 
this building is adequately insulated and, as such, our 
study will deal exclusively with the analysis of the wall 
insulation. 
Suppose further that the following information is 
indicative of the scope of this study: 
Firm: Plastics, Inc. 
Contact: S. D. Sandstrum 
Insulation Type: Fiberglass Batts 
Minimum Attractive Rate of Return: i = 18% 
General Inflationary Rate: j = 14% 
Fuel Escalation Rate: k = 20% 
Useful Life: 15 years 
Incremental Rate: 50% 
Available Tax Credit: 00% 
Range to be Analyzed: 0 to 9 inches 
Increment: 1.00 inch 
Surface Code: Flat = 0 
Average Cost of Heat: 0.37 per therm 
Average Cost of Cooling: 0.49 per therm 
Heat Plant Efficiency: 75% 
Cooling Plant Efficiency: 83% 
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The indoor temperature for this structure will range 
from 65 to 78 degrees F. This means that the average annual 
temperature exposure of the proposed insulation will be about 
71.5 degrees F. Evaluating the insulation at this average 
yields a k-value of 0.36 BTU per hour, square foot, degree F. 
Determination of the existing surface resistance for 
this example will require a little more study than it has in 
the previous examples. Using Appendices A.l and A.3, we 
can find the overall surface resistance as follows: 
Outside Air Conductance: f = 6 @ 15 MPH 
0 
Eight Inch Concrete Block: u = 0. 58 
Inside Air Conductance: f. = 1.47 
l. 
Combining this information gives an R -value as shown s 
below: 
R =U+l+1 
s ~ "fi 
1 1 
= 0.58 + 6 + 1:41 
= 1.427 BTU/hr, ft2 , deg. F. 
Therefore, for the eight inch concrete block walls we 
may assume a surface resistance of 1.427 BTU per hour, 
square foot, degree F. It is this value which will need to 
be submitted to the ECOTHK algorithm for the 11 existing 
-
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surface resistance" variable. 
Let us assume that the building under analysis is 
located in Lexington, Kentucky. From Appendix A.6.A, the 
annual heating degree-days for Lexington is found to be 4683. 
The location of interest does not appear in Appendix 
A.6.B. Therefore, to determine the cooling degree-days for 
the situation at hand one should search for the site nearest 
to that area at approximately the same latitude. Cooling 
degree-days above 78 degrees for St. Louis, Missouri, will be 
assumed for this sample study. This gives approximately 6400 
degree-days for cooling the facility at Lexington, Kentucky. 
Multiplying each of these values by 24 hours/day will 
yield heating and cooling degree-hours per year. The 
determined values are 112,392 and 153,600, respectively. 
Suppose further that consultation with an insulation 
contractor yields the cost data shown in Table V .3. The indi-









































The interactive mode of ECOTHK may now be accessed to 
evaluate the proposed insulation system. Figure V.2 is the 
hardcopy that results from ECOTHK's execution. Based on 
the degree-day method proposed here, the economic thickness 
for this system is found to be three inches of fiberglass 
batting. This thickness will realize an annual after-tax 
cost of $0.43 per square foot based on the assumed 
parameters. 
Three example problems have been presented so far 
within this study. These sample studies should indicate to 
the reader the comprehensive nature of the ECOTHK algorithm. 
One may conclude from these sample problems that ECOTHK 
is compatible with piping system, flat surface, and building 
envelope analysis. Furthermore, the evaluation of either 
hot or cold or both hot and cold processes may be accommodated 
by the ECOTHK algorithm. As a result, the potential of 
ECOTHK is such that it should play a major role in energy 
management practices. 
At this time it would prove beneficial to address two 
areas closely related to the use of the ECOTHK algorithm. 
These topics include the subject of sensitivity analysis and 
estimation of the fuel escalation rate. Each of these 
concepts will be discussed subsequently. 
Sensitivity Analysis 
Sensitivity analysis involves the variation of one 
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85 
parameters at their assumed values. In this way, the 
variation of the parameter so tested may be evaluated in 
light of its net impact of the overall analysis performed. 
As has been indicated, ECOTHK may be used to perform 
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a sensitivity analysis on the evaluation of an insulation 
system. To demonstrate this fact, let us consider the cold 
water reservoir presented earlier in this chapter. Let us 
suppose that the data with regard to the fuel escalation 
rate is somewhat suspect. For this reason, the analyst is 
leary of the assumed value of 18% per year. 
Using ECOTHK the impact of this parameter on the 
economic thickness determination may be analyzed. This is 
accomplished by simply repeating the execution of ECOTHK on 
the time share option while substituting new values for the 
fuel escalation rate and maintaining the other input 
variables as constants. 
Figure V.3 shows the output that results from the 
sensitivity analysis performed on the cold water reservoir. 
In this analysis, the parameter in question, the fuel 
escalation rate, was allowed to vary from 16% to 20% per 
year. 
This variance of ± 2% in the assumed value of the fuel 
escalation rate resulted in no appreciable change in the 
economic thickness for this sample study. The analyst should 
rest assured of the thickness at which the minimum annual 
cost will be realized despite his suspicion of the assumed 
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The reader should note that the range of variation for 
k does not include 15%. Assuming the escalation rate equal 
to the specified inflation rate would have resulted in 
default of the ECOTHK algorithm. Therefore, the lower limit 
of the range over which the fuel escalation rate is analyzed 
is bounded by the assumed value of the general inflationary 
trend. This topic was discussed at length in Chapter III. 
Determination of the Fuel Escalation Rate 
The fuel escalation rate may be thought of as the 
annual compounding rate at which fuel costs have risen over 
an assumed period of time. An article by J. A. Bontadelli 
and W. G. Sullivan in a recent issue of Industrial Engineering 
[11] outlines the method by which the fuel escalation rate 
may be estimated. They maintain that the escalation rate, k, 
may be found by evaluating the single sum compound amount 
factor indicative of the price increases realized over an 
unspecified number of years. The relationship to be 
evaluated is indicated by Equation V.l. 
Future Price = Present Price x (1 + k)n (V.1) 
To illustrate the methodology involved here, let us 
assume that we have available the cost data shown in 
Table V.4. The fuel escalation rate, k, should reflect the 
overall annual rate of increase in fuel prices over the 
years for which the data is available. 
By substituting the appropriate values into Equation V.l 
and solving for k, the fuel escalation rate for the energy 
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costs shown in Table V.4 may be determined. This procedure 
is indicated below. 
Future Price = Present Price x (1 + k)n 
0.53 = 0.10 X ( 1 + k) 10 
(1 + k)10 = 5.30 
k = 0. 1815 = 18.15% 
TABLE V. 4 

























Therefore, the escalation rate for the fuel costs 
depicted in Table V.4 was found to be 18.15%. It should be 
pointed out that this is an overall rate indicative of the 
increased costs over the full ten year period. Evaluation 
of intermediate prices may vary significantly using this 
interest rate. Another approach would be to estimate the 
average annual fuel cost increase over the same ten year 
period. 
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The purpose of this chapter has been to illustrate some 
of the concepts characteristic to the application of the 
ECOTHK algorithm through the consideration of a few new 
example studies. Furthermore, the use of ECOTHK as a tool 
by which to perform sensitivity analyses was exemplified. 
Finally, a method by which to estimate the fuel escalation 
rate, k, was presented. 
At this time the reader is urged to review the user 
instructions of Chapter IV once again and attempt an 
evaluation of his own using the ECOTHK algorithm. If an 
insulation study cannot be readily identified, try running 
one of the example problems set forth in this study. As a 
result of this exercise, the ease of evaluation and flexi-




From all indications, the energy problem will be with 
us for quite some time. Sky-rocketing fuel costs, runaway 
inflation, and record-high interest rates all substantiate 
the persistence of the energy paradox. These same factors 
serve to confound the engineer or analyst as he attempts to 
economically evaluate energy related proposals. 
As a result of the foregoing discussion, one may see 
how each of the economic parameters indicated above may be 
incorporated into the analysis of energy management projects. 
vfuile this study was directed to the evaluation of insulation 
systems, it should be noted here that the same basic analyti-
cal approach developed within these pages may be applied to 
other energy proposals. A comphrehensive understanding of 
these analytical techniques has been one of the primary 
purposes of this study. 
The inclusion of fuel escalation rates and inflationary 
indices proved to be quite cumbersome for the evaluation of 
insulation systems when performed by hand. ECOTHK, a 
computer program by which to analyze insulation, was 
developed as a consequence. This algorithm uses the 
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standard principles of heat transfer and engineering 
economic analysis to make the investigation of insulation 
proposals in a more efficient manner. 
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The ECOTHK algorithm was then made interactive via the 
time share option at Oklahoma State University to increase 
its accessibility. The reasoning behind this action will 
become evident in the paragraphs that follow. 
Uses of the ECOTHK Algorithm 
It is the author's contention that the ultimate 
resolution of the current energy situation may be facilitated 
through continued research in the energy area and increased 
efforts to educate American industry and citizenry with 
regard to the progress of this research. Only through the 
cooperative efforts of universities, private research 
foundations, the industrial complex, and the conservatory 
actions of the individual citizen will the energy problem 
be overcome. 
Several programs exist at Oklahoma State University 
Which are devoted to the development of sound principles for 
the efficient and judicious management of the available 
energy resources. These programs, sponsored by the School 
of Industrial Engineering and Nanagement, are compatible 
with the perspective taken in this paper. The degree of 
compatibility is exemplified by O.S.U.'s three-fold 
mission: education, research, and extension. 
Due to this congruity of purpose, the ECOTHK algorithm 
is effe:r.e.d to the School of Industrial Engineering and 
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Hanagement at Oklahoma State University for use in their 
energy related programs. The potential applications relative 
to the incorporation of ECOTHK into these programs will now 
be discus sed. 
The School of Industrial Engineering and Management 
has formed a major research thrust in the area of energy 
management. This commitment is reflected by the courses 
offered through this school at the graduate and undergraduate 
level in the areas of economic analysis and energy management. 
With respect to these classes, the ECOTHK algorithm 
should prove useful as a teaching aide. Making ECOTHK 
accessible to these classes should result in the student's 
improved understanding of the principles of engineering 
economic analysis, energy management, and the fundamentals 
of heat transfer. 
The School of Industrial Engineering and Management 
also supports several programs the primary purposes of which 
are to educate and consult industry and citizens across the 
state of Oklahoma. ECOTHK may prove extremely helpful as a 
tool by which to help these clients evaluate their respective 
insulation proposals. 
The time share capability of the ECOTHK algorithm proves 
highly beneficial with regard to these programs. This aspect 
allows efficient utilization of the program by the client as 
well as by the student. The client's access may be accom-
modated through a remote computer terminal connection to the 
O.S.U. Computer Center or by requesting a representative of 
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the department to conduct the study for him. The repre-
sentative, either a faculty member or a graduate assistant, 
may then access ECOTHK via one of the terminals in Engineering 
North 315. The resulting hardcopy and documentation may 
then be mailed to the client. 
The intent of this study was the development of something 
more than just a report to fulfill the requirements for the 
M~ster of Science degree. Rather, the goal has been to 
develop a potential service in the area of energy management 
for those who seek advice with regard to insulation practices. 
If ECOTHK is utilized within the School of Industrial 
Engineering and Management for the classroom, the energy 
management programs, or to simply initiate further research 
with regard to the optimization of the capital invested in 
energy related proposals, this intent will be realized. 
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CONDUCTIVITIES OF COMMON BUILDING AND 
INSULATING MATERIALS [7, 13, 17] 
Material 
Mean Temp. Conductivity k 
OF (or U Value) 
BUILDING CONSTRUCTION MATERIALS 
Asbestos board 120# Density 68 5.17 
Asbestos, compressed n:z!: Density 59 1.78 
Asbestos paper 31;;£" Density 50 0.50 
61:¢ Density 68 1.00 
212 1.09 
Asbestos slate 111# Density 122 1.53 
Asbestos wood 
Asbestos, cement-compressed, hard, rigid 123-# Density 86 2.70 
Asphalt, street 132# Density 68 5.28 
Beaver board 
Cane fiber 13.8# Density 75 0.33 
Spruce fiber 31# Density 75 1.97 
Cane fiber board (Celotexl 
13.8# Density 75 0.33 
90 0.34 
Ebonite 74# Density 68 0.41 
Glass 
Flint 59 4.16 
Plate 68 5.55 
Soda 161# Density 68 4.94 
Quartz 212 13.27 





covered with paper 62# Density 70 1.44 
1/2" Thick 53.5# Density 68 2.60 (U) 





Appendix A.l.A Continued 
Mean Temp. Conductivity k 
Material °F (or U Value) 
BUILDING CONSTRUCTION MATERIALS lconttnuedl 
Masonite 20;: Density 
Plaster and lath 
Metal lath and plaster 3/4" Thick 
Wood lath and plaster 3/4" Thick 
Plaster board 
Covered with paper 61Z Denstty 
3/8" Thick 
1/2" Thick 




Rubber 68.6Z Densoty 
Shingles 
Asbestos 65;: Density 
Asohalt 70= Density 





Strawboard 43.:!; Density 
Textan 
Rubber composition 81= Density 
Wood pulp board 43;: Densoty 
Wood felt 20.6= Density 







Red building, soft burned 




4 X 8 X 16-Solid 
8 x 8 x 16-With standard hollow spaces 




8 x 8 x 16-Sand and gravel aggregate (hollow) 
8 x 8 x 16-Limestone aggregate (hollow) 
12 x 8 x 16-Sand and gravel aggregate (hollow) 
Solid 
Concrete, cellulated 






70 4.4 (Ul 
70 2.6 lUI 







75 6.0 (U) 
75 6.5 (U) 
75 10.37 (Ul 
75 1.28 (U) 
50 9.15 to 10.45 



















40 0.58 (U) 
40 0.53 IUl 
40 12.00 








Appendix A.l.A Continued 
Material 






1 Portland: 2 Sand: 3 Granulated cork 
Concrete gypsum 























Fine (0.16" to 0.35") 
Dry Stones ( 1" to 3") 
Gypsum Board 
Gypsum board 
covered with paper 
Gypsum plaster 
Gypsum tile 
3 X 3 X 16 
Gypsum tile 
Haydite block 
8 X 8 X 16 
8 X 12 
























































Mean Temo. Conductivity k 





















100 0.46 (Ul 



















200 .49 (U) 
300 .53 (U) 








Appendix A.l.A Continued 
Mean Temp. ConductivitY K 
Material CF (or U Value! 
MASONRY MATERIALS (continued) 
Marble 86 14.5 to 19.9 
Millstone 78.5# Density 177 3.36 
Mortar 107# Density 191 2.24 
117# Density 191 3.71 
Onyx 86 16.14 






Fine (less than .08" -Drv) 96# Density 32 2.10 
68 2.26 
Fine-common moisture 98-i= Density 68 8.60 
Sandstone 




Across cleavage 50 9. i 5 to 10.45 
Along cleavage 50 16.00 to 18.9 
Soapstone 171-== Density 158 23.22 
Stucco 50 12.00 
Terra Cotta 112-== Density 196 4.62 
Terrazzo 50 12.00 
Tile, clay hollow 
4" 50 1.00 (U: 
6" 50 0.64(U) 
8" 50 0.60(U) 
1 0" 50 0.58(U) 
12" 50 0.40 (U) 
Tile. gypsum 
4" hollow tile 50 0.46 (UI 
METALS 
Aluminum 168 to 





Antimony 413# Density 32 128.35 
212 115.0 
Brass Yellow Brass 32 592.5 
212 738.0 
Red Brass 32 714.0 
212 820.0 
Bronze 68 410.0 
/ 210 492.0 
Copper / 32 2190.0 
212 2324.0 
390 2574.0 




Cast 86 432.5 
Iron wrought 492# Density 65 417.0 
212 412.0 








Less 0.1% carbon 
Less than 0.6% carbon 
Material 




No. 2 Size Fiber 
Tin 
Air 
(No heat transfer by radiation or convection) 
Air spaces and aluminum foil spacers-vertical 
1 1/2" space divided by 
Aluminum foil (bright both sides) 
3/4" space divided by 
Aluminum foil (bright beth sides) 
2 1/4" space divided by two curtains 
Aluminum foil (bright both sidesl 
3" space divided by three curtains 
Aluminum foil (bright both sides) 
3 3/4" space divided by four curtains 
Aluminum foil (bright both sides) 
Air spaces and aluminum foil spacers 
3 5/8" faced both sides with aluminum foil 
Vertical (heat flow across) 
Horizontal (heat flow up) 
Horizontal (heat flow down) 








3 5/8" face with material of emissivities = .83 
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Mean Temp. Conductivity k 






































50 0.31 lUI 
50 0.151UI 




50 0.41 lUI 
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Appendix A.l.A Continued 
Mean Temp. Conductov•tv k 
Material OF (or U Value) 
MISCELLANEOUS (continued! 
Vertical (heat flow acrossl 50 1.17 lUI 
Horizontal (heat flow upl 50 1.32 IU) 
Horizontal (heat flow down) 59 0.94(Ul 
Celluloid, white 86 1.46 
Chalk 70 6.48 
Charcoal 11.85# Density 32 0.41 
104 0.46 
176 0.51 
Clay Dried 50 3.60 
Wet 50 16.09 
Clinkers, from boilers 46.8# Density 32 1.05 
68 1.13 
Coal dust Dry 62.4# Density 32 0.97 
68 1.05 
Lamp black 12.05# Density 132 0.22 
316 0.27 
441 0.32 
Leather 62# Density 50 1.10 
Linen 50 0.61 
Paraffin 55# Density 86 1.60 
Peat Moss Dry 11.8# Density 32 0.33 
68 0.34 
Damp 12.17# Density 68 0.57 
Plaster of Paris 
Powder 50 7.55 
Set 50 2.04 
Rubber Hard 74.3# Density 99 1.11 
Soft 68.6# Density 86 1.22 
Sponge 14# Density 50 1.38 
Sawdust 
Various, dry 12# Density 90 0.41 
Pine, loose, dry 3.6# Density 166 0.57 
Silk Fibers 9.2# Density 32 0.32 
122 0.38 
212 0.42 
Soil Dry 50 0.96 
Including stones-
Normal dampness 32 3.47 
68 3.63 
158 4.03 
Wet 50 4.64 
Vacuum 
Silvered vacuum jacket 




Across grain 20.6# Density 86 0.59 
7 .05# Density 86 0.32 
California Redwood (across grain) 
0% Moisture 22# Density 75 0.66 
8% Moisture 22# Density 75 0.70 
16% Moisture 22# Density 75 0.74 
0% Moisture 28# Density 75 0.70 
8% Moisture 28# Density 75 0.75 
16% Moisture 28# Density 75 0.80 
Cypress (across grain) 
0% Moisture 22# Density 75 0.67 
Appendix A.l.A Continued 
Material 
WOOD (continued) 
8% Moisture 22# Density 
16% Moisture 22# Density 
0% Moisture 32# Density 
8% Moisture 32# Density 
16% Moisture 32# Density 
Elm-Soft (across grain) 
0% Moisture 28# Density 
8% Moisture 28# Density 
16% Moisture 28# Density 
0% Moisture 34# Density 
8% Moisture 344 Density 
16% Moisture 34# Density 
Fir (across grain) 
0% Moisture 26# Density 
8% Moisture 26# Density 
16% Moisture 26# Density 
0% Moisture 34# Density 
8% Moisture 34# Density 
16% Moisture 34# Density 
Hemlock, Eastern (across grain) 
0% Moisture 22# Density 
8% Moisture 22# Density 
16% Moisture 22# Density 
0% Moisture 30# Density 
8% Moisture 30# Density 
16% Moisture 30# Density 
Hemlock, West Coast (across grain) 
0% Moisture 22# Density 
8% Moisture 22# Density 
16% Moisture 22# Density 
0% Moisture 30# Density 
8% Moisture 30# Density 
16% Moisture 30# Density 
Mahogany (across grain) 34# Density 
Maple, Hard 
Across Grain 45# Density 
Along Grain 45# Density 
0% Moisture 40# Density 
(Across Grain) 
8% Moisture 40# Density 
(Across Grain) 
16% Moisture 40# Density 
(Across Grain) 
0% Moisture 46# Density 
(Across Grain) 
8% Moisture 46# Density 
(Across Grain) 
16% Moisture 46# Density 
!Across Grain) 
Maple. Soft (Across grain) 
0% Moisture 36# Density 
8% Moisture 36# Density 
16% Moisture 36# Density 
0% Moisture 42# Density 
8% Moisture 42::t Density 
16% Moisture 42# Density 
Oak 



































































































Appendix A.1.A Continued 
Mean Temp. Conductivity k 
Material CF lor U Value) 
WOOD (continued) 
Along grain 51# Density 54 2.42 
60 2.50 
120 2.99 
0% Moisture 38# Density 75 0.98 
(Across Grain) 
8% Moisture 38# Density 75 1.03 
(Across Grain) 
16% Moisture 38# Density 75 1.07 
lAcross Grain) 
0% Moisture 48# Density 75 1.18 
lAcross Grain I 
8% Moisture 48# Density 75 1.24 
(Across Grain) 
16% Moisture 48= Density 75 1.29 
(Across Grain) 
Pine, Norway Iacross grain) 
0% Moisture 22# Density 75 0.62 
8% Moisture 22# Density 75 0.68 
16% Moisture 22# Density 75 0.74 
0% Moisture 32# Density 75 0.74 
8% Moisture 32# Density 75 0.83 
16% Moisture 32# Density 75 0.92 
Pine, Sugar Iacross grain) 
0% Moisture 22# Density 75 0.54 
8% Moisture 22# Density 75 0.59 
16% Moisture 22# Density 75 0.65 
0% Moisture 30# Density 75 0.64 
8% Moisture 30..;::: Density 75 0.71 
16% Moisture 30# Density 75 0.78 
Pine, White 
Across Grain 28# Density 167 0.74 
Along Grain 28# Density 133 1.78 
Across Grain 34# Density 86 0.80 
Pine, Yellow, Long Leaf (across grain) 
0% Moisture 30# Density 75 0.76 
8% Moisture 30# Density 75 0.83 
16% Moisture 30# Density 75 0.89 
0% Moisture 40# Density 75 0.86 
8% Moisture 40# Density 75 0.95 
16% Moisture 40# Density 75 1.03 
Pine, Yellow, Short Leaf (across grain) 
0% Moisture 26# Density 75 0.74 
8% Moisture 26# Density 75 0.79 
16% Moisture 26# Density 75 0.84 
0% Moisture 30# Density 75 0.91 
8% Moisture 30# Density 75 0.97 
16% Moisture 30# Density 75 1.04 
Sawdust 
Various, dry 12# Density 90 0.41 
Pine, loose, dry 3.6# Density 166 0.57 
Shavings-Planer 
Red Wood Bark 3# Density 90 0.31 
Red Wood Bark 5# Density 75 0.26 
Various 8.75# Density 86 0.41 
Beech and Birch 13.2# Density 90 0.36 
Teak Wood 
Across grain 40.5# Density 32 1.13 
Across grain 40.5# Density 59 1.21 
Across grain 40.5# Density 122 1.38 
Along grain 40.5# Density 32 2.59 
Along grain 40.5# Den&ity 59 2.67 
Along grain 40.5# Density 122 2.75 
APPEND IX A. 1. B 
K-VALUE OF SOME COMMON MATERIALS [20] 
Non-Metallic Solids 
Mean 
Material Temp. K-Value 
oF. 
Acrylic (transparent Plexiglas) 70 0.112 
Asbestos (36 lb/ft3) 70 0.092 
Brick (masonry) 70 0.300 
Bakelite 70 0.134 
Clay 70 0.740 
Coal (anthracite) 70 0.150 
Concrete 70 0.540 
Cork Board 70 0.025 
Diatomaceous Earth 70 0.040 
Felt, Hair 70 0.025 
Fiber Glass Laminates 
Silicone 200 0.085 
Polyester 200 0.080 
Phenolic 200 0.070 
Glass 
Silica 70 0.880 
Borosilicate Crown 70 0.720 
Soda-lime 70 0.540 
Pyrex 70 0.680 
Ice -150 2.040 
32 1. 280 
Magnesia (85%) 70 0.033 
Marble 70 1. 600 
Nylon 70 0.140 
Rock Wool 70 0.023 
Rubber 
Hard 70 0.106 
Natural 70 0.085 
Neoprene 70 0.121 
Sandstone (dry) 70 1.100 
Santocel 70 0. 013 
Teflon 70 0.140 
Wood (typical) 70 0.100 
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Stainless type 301 



























































ASSUMED R -VALUES FOR PIPING SYSTEMS s 
AND FLAT METAL SURFACES [14] 
(Still Air) 
Plain, Fabric, Dull Aluminum Stainless 
Metal e: = .95 e: = . 2 e: = . 4 
.53 .90 .81 
.52 .88 .79 
.50 .86 .76 
.48 .84 .75 
.46 .80 .72 














York Corporation recommends 0.70 as a single value t~ 
be used when no other value can be determined. This figure 
is adequate since Rs has very little impact upon the 
economic thickness determination. That is, a 50% deviation 
in the assumed R -value will result in roughly a 5% variance s 


























SURFACE CONDUCTANCES FOR COMMON 
STRUCTURAL MATERIALS [13] 
I ! 




1 j l I 
-i-t-+-: --t--;~--..-~ t---......,. 
I ( \ : ! 
_.. ________ -'--....;.---:--'---+---+--+1 ----'-r-•--t---: -t----...--__; ____ _ 
I 
0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 40 
Air Velocity, MPH 
Key: 
Curve #1--Stucco 
//2--Brick and rough plaster 
/13 --Concrete 
#4--Srnooth plaster 
II 5- -Clear pine 
#6--Glass or white paint on pine 
Surface Resistance 
Surface Resistance = R s 




Appendix A.3 Continued 

















Thermal Conductivity Comprehensive classification Cell structure H 
Btu-in/hr/s'.l ft/°F @ T Mean °F strength psi or flame spread·- (permeability and z tJ Insulation type and form Temp. range •f 75 200 500 !!!% deformation smoke developed moisture absorption) d 
(/) 
Calcium silicate blocks, H !Al shapes, P/C to 1,500 .37 .41 .53 100 to 250@5% Noncombustible Open cell H 
Glass fiber blankets to 1,200 .24 to .31 .32 to .49 .43 to .73 ~ 
Glass fiber boards to 1,000 .22 .28 .51 to .61 .02 to 3.5@10% Noncombustible Open cell H z to 25/50 
(/) 
Glass fiber pipe d 
covering to 850 .23 .30 .62 r-' ;t> 
~ 1-d 
Mineral fiber blocks 1-:] t-el 
and P/C to 1, 900 .23 to .3l, .28 to .39 .45 to .82 1 to 18@10% Noncombustible Open cell H tlj 
to 25/50 0 z 1-' z d 
1-' Cellular glass blocks, H 
Q'\ shapes, P/C -450 to 900 .38 .45 .72 100 @ 5% Noncombustible Closed cell H :::..q 
~ 
Expanded perlite blocks, t-el ~ 
shapes, P/C to 1,500 - .46 .63 90 @ 5% Noncombustible Open cell tlj 
25 to 75 - (/) .I> 
Urethane foam blocks :;t> 
and P/C -100 to -450 to 224 .16 to .18 - - 16 to 75@10% 140 to 400 95% Closed cell z 
tJ 
lsocyanurate foam blocks 
t-el and P/C to 350 .15 - - . 17 to 25@10% 25-55 to 100 93% Closed cell 
!Al 
Phenolic foam P/C -40 to 250 .23 - 13 to 22@10% 25/50 Open cell 0 - t-el 
tlj 
Elastomeric closed cell 25 tp 75 - ~ 
sheets and P/C -40 to 220 .25 to .27 - - 40 @ 10% 115 to 490 Closed cell 1-:] 
H 
MIN-K® blocks and blankets to 1,800 .19 to .21 .20 to .23 .21 to .24 100 to 190@8% Noncombustible Open cell 
tlj 
(/) 
Ceramic fiber blankets to 2,600 - - .38 to .54 .5 to l @ 10% Noncombustible Open cell 
APPENDIX A.5 
OWENS-CORNING CONDUCTIVITY CURVES 
[Ref. Manufacturer's Literature] 
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HEATING DEGREE-DAY TABLES 
(Base 65 deg.F.) [2] 
Stat• I Station 
Avg. 
Winter July Aug. Sept. Oct. Nov. Dec. 
Tempd 
Jan. Mar. I "'"" . Yearly L May~ T9ta/ 



























1 Huntsville .............. A 
Mobile ................. A 
:\Iontgomery ......•..... A 
Anchorage .............. A 
Fairbanks ............... A 
Juneau ................. A 
Xome .................. A 
Flagstaff ................ A 
I Phoenix ................. A Tucson ................. A 
I Winslow ........•....... A 
Yuma .................. A 
0 12 127 426 663 
0 0 22 213 .-357 
0 0 68 330 '527 
23.0 245 291 516 930 1284 1572 1631 
6. 7 171 332 642 1203 1833 2254 2359 
32.1 301 338 483 725 921 1135 1237 











68 201 558 867 
0 0 22 234 
0 0 25 231 
0 6 245 711 











Fort Smith .............. A 50.3 







12 127 450 704 781 
9 127 465 716 756 
0 78 34d 561 626 Texarkana .............. A 54.2 
Tiakersfield .............. A 
Bishop .................. A 
55.4 0 0 
46.0 0 0 
0 37 282 
48 260 576 











Blue Canyon ............ A 42.2 28 37 
Burbank ................ A 58.6 0 0 6 43 177 
Eureka ................. C ·l!J . 9 270 257 258 329 414 
Fresno .................. A 53.3 
Long Beach ............. A 57.8 
Lo8Angeles ............. A 57.4 
Los Angeles ............. C 60.3 
Mt. Shasta .............. C 41.2 
Oakland ................ A 53.5 
Ret! Bluff ............... A 53.8 
Sur.ro.men to ............. A 5:3.9 
I Sacramento ............. C 54.4 Ham! berg ............... C 46.8 
! San Diego ............... A 59.5 
1 San Francisco ........... A 53.4 
:::lan Francisco ........... C 55.1 
Santa Maria ............. A 54.3 
Alamosa ................ A 2!). 7 
Colorado Springs ......... A 37.3 
, Denver ................. A 1 37 .ti 
Denver ................. C I 40.S 
Grand Junction .......... A 30.3 






0 0 84 354 
0 9 47 171 
28 42 78 180 
0 6 31 132 
34 123 406 696 









0 53 318 
0 56 321 
0 62 312 
30 202 480 
21 43 135 
60 143 306 
102 118 231 







99 279 639 1065 
25 132 456 825 
9 117 428 819 
0 90 366 714 
0 30 313 786 












































434 138 19 
211 42 0 
316 90 0 
1293 879 592 315 10864 
1739 1068 555 222 14279 
1073 810 601 381 9075 
1770 1314 930 573 14171 
911 651 437 
217 75 0 
242 75 6 
601 291 96 
90 15 0 
180 7152 
0 1:765 
0 . 1800 
0 4782 
0 974 
596 456 144 22 0 3292 
0 3219 
0 2533 
577 434 126 9 


























267 105 19 
555 306 143 
806 597 412 
239 138 81 
505 438 372 
335 162 62 
264 171 93 
288 219 158 
202 123 68 
738 525 347 
353 255 180 
341 168 47 
332 178 72 
310 173 76 
620 426 264 
214 135 90 
363 279 214 
319 279 239 
363 282 233 
1020. 696 440 
893 582 310 
887 558 288 
800 492 254 
729 387 146 


























Brid~eport .............. A 39.9 
Hartford ................ A 37.3 




0 66 307 615 986 
12 117 394 714 1101 




8!i3 510 208 
908 519 205 




Wilmington ............. A 42.5 0 51 270 588 927 980 874 735 387 112 







0 33 217 519 834 871 762 626 288 74 
6 4930 
0 4224 
0 1308 Fla. ! ,\ palachicnla ............ C Gl.2 
o4.s I 
o.-;.o 
I l:t~·tnrm. Beach .......... A 
J.',rt :\lyers ............. A 
J:11·b.,nville ............. A lil.!J 
[\ .. v West ............... A 73.1 
l.ak<•larul. ............... C ()tJ. 7 
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Appendix A.6.A Continued 
State I Station I I I ' ' Avg, I ' I i Yearly Winter July Aug, Sept. Oct. Nov. Dec. Jan. feb. Mar. I Apr . . May i June 1 Total 
TempJ 1 i 1 
Fla. Miami Beach ............ C 
1-----------1------ ---- ________ ; __ i--:-
72.5 0 0 0 0 0 40 56 'I 36 91 0 I 0 I 0 I 141 (Cont'd) Orlando ................. A 65.7 0 0 0 0 72 198 220 165 10.') 6 I) II 0 I 766 
Pensacola ............... A 
Tallahassee ............. . A 
Tampa ................. A 
West Palm Beach ........ A 
60.4 0 0 0 19 195 353 400 277 183 I 361 0 I 0 II H~~ 
60.1 0 0 0 28 198 360 375 286 202 ! 36 0 i 0 HM 
Ga. I Athens ................. A 
66 .4 0 0 0 0 60 171 '202 148 102 II 0 () I 0 683 
~::: :0 I : 1~ 11: I 40: ~: 6:: .'):: 4~: 14~ I 2~ t ~ 12~:~ 
Atlanta ................ . A 
Augusta ................ A 
Columbus ............... A 
"Yiacon .................. A 
Rome .................... A 
Savannah ............... A 
Thomasville ............. C 
s1. 1 o 18 124 417 648 636 s1s 428 147 i '2.i o I ~a6t 
54.5 0 ' 0 0 78 333 552 549 4-1.3 :l.SO 90 I 0 0 I ~~~! 
54.8 0 0 0 87 333 543 5.52 434 3:38 !)() () I) -3~ 
56.2 o o o 71 297 502 sci5 403 2<J5 G~ I o o 1 :2.1:;~ 
49.9 0 0 24 161 474 701 itO 5ii 468 li1 , 3-l 0 I .33-ti 
57.8 0 0 0 47 246 437 437 3.53 254 4.) . 0 0 ' lSl~l 
Hawaii Lihue ................... A 
~~:~ : : : 2~ 19: 36: 39: 30~ 20~ 3~ I ~ I ~ 152~ 
Honolulu ............... A 
Hila .....•.............. A 
Idaho Boise .............. : •... A 
Lewiston ..••............ A 
Pocatello ............... A 
Ill. Cairo ................... C 
Chicago (O'Hare) ........ A 
Chicago (Midway) ....... A 
Chicago ................. C 
Moline ................. A 
Peoria .................. A 
Rockford ............... A 
Springfield ..•........... A 
Ind. Evansville .....•........ A 
Fort Wayne ............. A 
I Indianapolis ............. A South Bend ............. A 
Iowa Burlington .............. A 
Des Moines ............. A 
Dubuque ............... A 
Sioux City .............. A 
Waterloo ............... A 
Kans. Concordia. ............... A 
Dodge City ............. A 
Goodland ............... A 
Topeka. ................. A 
Wichita. .........•....... A 
Ky. Covington ..•........... A 
Lexington ... ~ ........... A 
Louisville ............... A 
La. Alexandria. .............. A 
Baton Rouge ............ A 
Lake Charles ............ A 
New Orleans ............ A 
New Orleans ............ C 
Shreveport .............. A 
74.2 o o o o o o o o o o I o o o 















































































































































































































































































































4:18 I 2-~.s 
-\'2(! I '2:m 










471 ! 189 
432 i Iii 









































































Me. Caribou ................. A 24.4 78 115 336 682 1044 1535 1690 1470 1308 8.'58 46R 1S.1 9767 
Portland ................ A 33.0 12 53 195 508 807 1215 1339 1182 1042 675 372 111 7511 
Md. 
Mass. 
Baltimore ............... A 
Baltimore ...•........... C 




Boston ................. A 40.0 
Nantucket ....•......... A 40.2 
Pittsfield ................ A 32.6 














9 60 316 
22 93 332 
59 219 524 




























































Appendix A.6.A Continued 
i Avg. I I i I I I [I I I y 1 
Station i Winter I Ju./y I Aug. i Sept. I Oc:t. Nov. De<:. Jan. Feb. I Mar. Apr. May June I r':~r 
_____ [Temp" 1_·-1-I-1------1--1--1-1----
.-\Jpcrm ................. A 12!). 7 I 68 I 105 273 I 580 012 1268 1404 1299 11218 1 777 I 446 156 8.506 
lJetroit (City) ........... A 37.2 1 0 0 I 87 360 738 1088 1181 1058 936 I 52:2 220 42 6232 
IJetruit (Wayne) ......... A 
1
37.1 0 I 0 · 9. 6 I 353 73.8 10.88. 1194 1061. 1 93315.34 239 .5. 7 6293 
I_!e:.rn~t ~Willow, Run) ..... ~ 37.2 0 1 .2 I .,9~) ~5J 7~0 1~04 1Hl~ 10~~ j ~21 ~~9 ~~~ ~-5 1 6258 
J.,< ,tn.Lba ............... C :2\l.G ii!l I Sr , -4.3 o3.) \L-1 L93 144.> 12.lo L03 I , 17 !.Jf> 1o9 I 8481 
Fiillt ................... A I 3:1.1 16 4tl I 159 465 843 1212 1330 1198 1066 I 639 319 90 I 7377 




· 28 1135 434 804 1147 1259 1134 1011 !I 5.79 279 75.16894 
Lan;;ing ................. A 1 :)4.8 6 22 i 138 431 813 1163 1262 1142 lOll 579 273 69 6909 
:VIarquette .............. C j :)()_ :2 .5!) I 81 I 240 527 936 1268 1411 1268 1187 1 771 468 177 1 S393 
:Vlibkt'>(<lll. . ........... A I :16.0 12 28 I 1:20 400 762 1088 1209 1100 \)!).5 ! :iD4 310 78 I 66()6 
:-;,,dt ::-ite. :Vlarie ......... A I :27.7 \.!6 105 1 279 580 951 1367 1525 1380 1277 i 810 477 201 i 9048 
lluilnh ................. A 1 2:3.4 71 109 330 632 111131 1581 1745 1518 135:) ! S40 4DO 198 l10ooo 
:V!iti!Je:tpulis ............. A 128.3 22 31 189 505 1014 1454 1G31 1380 11G6 I 621 288 81 I 8382 
H.oche:;ter ................ -\ 28 ~8 :25 34 186 474 :1005 1438 1593 1366 1150 1630 301 93 , 8295 
1 .Jar·bnn ................. A I .'>5. 7 0 0 0 651315 - 502 .546 414 310 ; 87 0 0 12239 
\leridian ................ A .').').4 0 0 0 81 1 339 1 518 543 417 310 ! 81 0 0 •
1
2289 
\'ieksburg ............... C I 56. !J 0 0 0 53 I 279' 462 512 384 282 11 69 0 0 2041 
C~>ill!nhia ............... A 
1\:u"'" City ............. A 
:-;L. Ju.'''flh ............... A 
:-'t.. Lolli, ................ A 
:-'t. Lotli.-< ................ C 
' :-'prin~liP!d .............. A 
llilli''~'- ................ A 
( :la.;~ow ................ A 
( :rc·at Fall~ .............. A 
!lane .................. A 
llavre .................. C 
l!eiPJm ................. A 
1\::t!i,.;pell ................ A 
:Viii'·" City .............. A 
.\lio.'<JUb ................ A 
< :r:u11J bland ............ A 
l.ilii'IJ!JI ..... , .. ,,, ..... , C 
);,,rfolk ................ A 
\"orth Platte ............. -\ 
llrnal1:t ................. A 
:-;, ... rL.-I.iiJff .............. A 
\'a!f:JJtine ............... A 
1-:lk" ................... A 
Ely .................... A 
La,.; Ve~:~~- .............. A 
Ht!llll ................. .. A 
\\.iniH,Illllcea ....•....... A 
('tl!l('llrd. . ..... . A 
, :Vlt. \\'a.-;hington Ob:;v ... . 
.\tl:ullit: City ............ A 
\ 1'1\ ark .................. -\ 
Tn,nt""· ............... C 
.·\lll'"l'"'rquc ............ A 
( '!:1 \'I • 111. _ .....•...•..•.. :\. 
l:a!.IHI ....... , . , , , ... . .:\ 
f:,i ... \\-~·11 ........ . A 
:-';h·•·r ('it.\". . ........ ;\ 
.\IL:~III' ................. A 
,\II"'"'"· .............. C 
!~irl:,.dl:lllltoll .............. A 
BiJJ:.!h:tllilu!l ........... , .C 
!IIJtT:d·'· ... A 
'\ ''" Y "rk (<'en t. Park) .. 
\t·\\· y,,rk i.La Uuardia) .. .-\ 
I I 
! 4:2.:3 0 0 ii4 251 6.')1 067 1076 . 874 716 I 32•t 121 12 I 5046 
I .j;).g 0 0 39 220 612 905 1032 818 682,2D4 109 0 I 4711 
I 41U 0 6 liO 21\5 708 1039 1172 949 iu\l 3'l8 133 15 I 5484 
4:>.1 o o 60 251 627 936 1026 848 704 31:2 121 15 I 4900 
' H. X () I) 36 20:2 576 884 977 801 6.51 270 87 () I 4434 
-1-1 . ::i 0 0 45 223 600 877 !J73 781 660 2!! I 105 6 4900 
;).J. ;, 
I :.!G.-1 


























































































































108 381 834 
75 301 7:.26 
111 397 873 
123 440 1\85 
1 o:; :3:>7 s2:-s 
t:l:-; 4;'i() 876 
165 4!!3 !342 
225 561 !324 
:234 592 93!) 
() 78 387 
204 400 801 
210 536 876 
177 505 822 
720 t1057 1341 
:lfl 251 5~9 
:lo :248 573 
57 :2()4 576 
1:2 2:2!) 6~2 
Ol) 310 G!J9 
1 :.!li 431 8:25 
11-1 202 573 
6 18;) ii25 
I !1 13:-l 440 777 
!) )(1:2 375 (\!)!) 
(i:'i 21ll 471 810 




1·11 440 777 
:HJ 233 540 














1 1 7.') 








































































1181 I 657 



























































no2 :itH 2:m 
nos 4\JS 1s6 
104;) 645 :113 
949 54:3 229 
102 704!) 
150 8!J96 
1SG I 77:i0 
162 1 S700 
13.5 I 8182 
195 I 8129 
207 I 8191 
D9 ! 7723 





48 ,. 6979 
57 66S4 
42 I (\{)12 
75 II Otl73 
84 7425 
192 1· 7433 
225 7733 
o 1 2709 
ISO 6332 















103!) 645 329 78 7062 
760 408 118 9 4871 












Appendix A.6.A Continued 
I Avg. I I I 'I i I i ! ! Yearly Station Winter July Aug. Sept. Oct. Nov. Oec. Jan. ! Feb. I Mar. I Apr. 1 May . June.· T alai 
1-----------1 Tempd ----------i--~--~--~--~--~--:--•--
New York (Kennedy) .... A [ 41.4 0 0 36 248 5641 933 J' 1020 · 935 i 815 · ·!SO 1G7 I[ 12 1 ,-,::1'1 I Rochester ............... A 35.4 9 31 126 415 747 1125 1234 1123 I 1014 .~!17 21\l ~·" li7\'i 
I Schenectady ............. C 3~ .4 0 22 123 42~ 756 115911;~3 1131 970 .S43 211 1 :l'! r,,·,.-,n 
I Syracuse ................ A 3o.2 6 28 132 4lo 744,1153 L11 1140 1004 570 ::!~." ~ 4., ti7.ili 
I Asheville ................ C 46.7 0 0 48 245 ,~55 i75 1 184 683 592 ::!73 ~~ j tl ·\ll\'2 
I Cape Hatteras........... 153.3 0 0 0 78 273 1 521 580 518 440 177 _, n 21~12 
1 g~:;;~t~r~·. ·.::::::::::: :± ~~:g g I g 3g i~~ gf~ ~~~ ~~l ~~~ ~~~ ~l~ i~ . :: :;~;:.~ 
Raleigh ................. A 49.4 0 0 21 164 450 716 725 616 <!Hi V'O :l~ 11 :',:~·n 
'\Vilmington ............. A 54.6 0 0 0 74 291 521 ;)46 462 35i !Hi I) II 2:).\i 
Winston-Salem .......... A 48.4 0 0 21 1il 483 747 i53 652 524 201 3i 11 i :;:.'.l:i 
Bismarck ............... A 
DeviL~ Lake ............. C 
Fargo .................. A 
Williston ................ A 
Akron-Canton ........... A 
Cincinnati .............. C 
Cleveland ............... A 
Columbus ............... A 
Columbus ............... C 
Dayton ................. A 
Mansfield ............... A 
Sandusky ............... C 
Toledo ..... : ............ A 
Youngstown ............. A 
Oklahoma City .......... A 
Tulsa ................... A 
Astoria ................. A 
Burns .................. C 
Eugene ................. A 
Meacham ............... A 
Medford ................ A 
Pendleton ............... A 
Portland ................ A 
Portland ................ C 
Roseburg ............... A 
Salem .................. A 
Allentown ............... A 
Erie .................... A 
Harrisburg .............. A 
Philadelphia ............. A 
Philadelphia ............. C 
Pittsburgh .............. A 
Pittsburgh. .............. C 
Reading .. · .............. C 
Scranton ................ A 
Williamsport ............ A 
Block Island ............ A 
Providence .............. A 
Charleston .............. A 
Charleston .............. C 
Columbia. ............... A 
Florence ................ A 
Greenville-Spartenburg ... A 
Huron .................. A 
Rapid City .. · ............ A 





















































































































































































































90 353 693 
102 391 714 
63 298 648 
60 297 620 
















78 307 594 
96 372 660 
0 59 282 
0 34 210 
0 84 345 
0 78 315 










































































































































































































































































~ I~ I! ll 
















l:l:} ' -+i~(j 




































































577 I 4,;:1 












:qf).t Knoxville ............... A I Chattanooga ............ A 
Memphis ............... A 3232 
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Appendix A.6.A Continued 
State ll 1 Avg. '[ I I I II. I . I I Yearly P~:v. I Station ~~:: i July Aug. Sept. Oct •. Nov. Dec. Jan. Feb. Mar; Apr. May June[ Toto/ 
___ i_:._1_e_m_p_h_is-.-.-.-.. -.-.-.-. -.-.-.-. -C- .51.6~-o-~-o-1211102/3!l6 6487105684341129 1 6-o-3015 I. :\ashville ............... A 48.9 0 0 30 158 495 732 I 778 644 512 1 189 40 0 3578 
. Oak llidge .............. C 47.7 0 0 3!l 192 531 .· 772 778 669 552 ' 228 56 0 3817 
Tex. f Ahilene ................. A 53.91 0 0 0 
1 
99 366 5S6 642 470 347 114 0 0 2624 
: Amunilo ................ A 47.0 0 0 18 205 570 797 877 664 546 252 56 0 3985 
I Auotin .................. A 59.1 0 0 0 31 225 388 468 325 223 51 oog I 0 11711 








Corpus Christi ........... A 64.6 0 0 0 0 120 220 291 174 109 0 0 914 
Dallas .................. A 55.3 0 0 0 62 321 I 524 601 440 319 90 0 2363 
El Paso ................. A 52.9 1 0 0 0 84 414 648 685 445 319 105 0 0 2700 
Fort \\' orth ............. .-\ 
Calveston ............... A 
( ;ulvP~ton ............... C 
Houston ................ A 
Houston ................ C 
Laredo ................. A 
Lubbock ................ A 
~lidland ................ A 
Port Arthur ............. A 
San Angelo .............. A 
San Antonio ............. A 
\"ietoria ................. A 
Waeo .................. A 
Wichita Falls ............ A 
:\lilford ................. A 
Salt Lake City ........... A 
Wendover ............... A 
Burlington .............. A 
Cape Henry ............. C 
Lynchburg .............. A 
::\orfolk ................. A 
Hichmond ............... A 
ltoanoke ................ A 
Olympia ................ A 
Seattle-Tacoma .......... A 
Seattle .................. C 
Spokane ................ A 
Walla Walla. ............. C 
Yakima ................. A 
Charleston .............. A 
Elkins .................. A 
lJ llll tington ............. A 



















































































































Oo I o 12 




207 539 891 
0 112 360 
51 223 540 
0 136 408 
36 214 495 
51 229 549 
198 422 636 
162 391 633 
129 329 543 
168 493 879 
87 310 681 
144 450 828 
63 254 591 
135 400 729 
63 257 585 
60 264 606 
Creen Bay .............. A 
La Cro~se ............... A 








174 484 924 
1.ss 437 1 924 
174 474 I 930 
174 471 ' 876 :\lilwaukee .............. A 32.6 43 
C:~,;per ................. A 33.4 
Chl•H·nne. . . . . . . . . . A 34.2 
Lan~ler.... . ..... A I 31.4 






















































































































































\)\) I o 
33 . 0 
3o I o 



























645 450 307 
657 474 295 
577 396 242 
834 531 28S 
589 342 177 
713 435 220 
648 300 96 
791 444 198 
636 294 99 
























































































COOLING DEGREE-DAY TABLE 
(Base 78 deg F. ) [ 8] 
Solar DB Degree-
Radiation, hours 
City Latitude langleys above 78°F 
Y!ineapolis 45°.'-1 325 2,500 
Concord, N.H. 43°N 300 1,750 
Denver 40°N 425 4,055 
Chicago 42°N 350 3,100 
StLouis 39°N 375 6,400 
New York 41°N 350 3,000 
San Fancisco 38°N 410 3,000 
Atlanta 34°N 390 9,400 
Los Angeles 34°N 470 2,000 
Phoenix .33°N 520 24,448 
Houston 30°N 430 11,500 
Miami 26°N 451 10,771 
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APPENDIX A. 7 
STEEL PIPE DIMENSIONS [20] 
Cross- Inside 
sectional cross-
~ominal, Outside Wall Inside area sectional 
ptpe diam, Schedule thick- diam, metal, area, 
size. in. in. No. ness, m. in. sq in. sq ft 
--- --·---- - --------·--~ ·-------- -----
1 0.540 I 40 0.088 0.364 0.1:25 0.00072 4 
80 0.119 0.302 0.157 0.00050. 
3 0.675 I 40 0.091 0.493 0.167 0.00133 8 
80 0.126 i 0.423 0.217 0.00098 
t 0.840 i 40 0.109 i 0.622 0.250 0.00211 
80 0.147 I 0.546 0.320 0.00163 
i 1.050 40 0.113 0.8:24 0.333 
I 
0.00371 
80 0.154 0.742 0.433 0.00300 
1.315 40 0.133 1.049 0.494 0.00600 
80 0.179 0.957 0.639 0.00499 
li 1.900 40 0.145 1.610 0.799 0.01414 
80 0.200 1.500 1.068 0.01225 
2 2.375 40 0.154 2.067 1.075 0.02330 
80 0.:!18 1.939 1.477 0.0:2050 
2i 2.875 40 0.203 2.469 1.704 0.033:2:2 
80 0.:276 2.323 2.254 0.02942 
3 3.500 40 0.:216 3.068 :2.2:28 0.05130 
80 0.300 2.900 3.016 0.04587 
4 4.500 40 0.237 4.026 3.173 0.08840 
80 0.337 3.826 4.407 0.07986 
5 5.563 40 0.258 5.047 4.304 0.1390 
80 0.375 4.813 6.112 0.1263 
6 6.625 40 0.280 6.065 5.584 0.2006 
80 0.432 5.761 8.405 0.1810 
8 8.625 40 0.322 7.981 8.396 0.3474 
80 0.500 7.625 1:2.76 0.3171 
IO 10.75 40 0.365 10.020 11.90 0.5475 
60 0.500 9.750 16.10 0.5185 
----------------~------- -~-------------- .. 














































t T I I•IE= ( .~s) tPA GES·'-=5 t LX T tXI<EF 
A COrH)UTEF< PHUGI<AM \lfd TTEN II\ FCRTRAI\ TC OETEI<Mll-iE THE 
t:CONUM1C TlqCKNESS Cf INSULATICN UN A t-'INlMUf,l Al'-lNUAL COST I::ASIS 







































OUTPUT DEV I (E 
SURFACE CODE~ FLAT C~ PIPE 
LIFf_'::Tliv1E OF ltJSULATICN, IN YEAI:CS 
K-VALUE OF INSULATICN BEmG IN~ESTIGAJED 
C U H STANT l 1\ ( I~E t-1 E 1\ T 0 F IN SU LA T I C 1\ 
FllJAl~ THH':i(I\ESS TO RE ANAL YZEO . 
AFTLf~-TAX M1Nllv1U~1.ATTRACT1VE.RATE OF HETUi<N 
GLNERAL ANI\LAL 11\FLATICN RATE 
ANNUAL fUEL f.SCAi-A J lUl-l HATE 
H~AilNG DEGREE-HOURS PER YEAR 
t If:. A T P L ANT E FF I C IE 1\ C Y 
COOL lNG ULGREL-JiOUHS PER YEAR 
CUULING PLA~T EFFICIENCY 
OUTS IDE HAP I US OF F l PE, IN l f\C1"1E S 
tJLT PI<LSlNT VJJHTt-. CF IIEAT LOSS PEH FODT 
NET PRESENT VALUE CF INSULATIG~ SYSTEM PER FGUT 
ANNUAL !-:EAT Ul~S.t 11\ IJlU•:> P{:R fOLlT 
ANIJUAL t-EAT GAIN, IN BTU'S Pf::H fOOT 
TUTAL CUfmEI\T LOST EI\EI<GY COST, IN $ 1 5 PLR FOOT 
CURRENT THJCKN~SS OF INSULATION UNDER INVESTIGflTlUN 
INSTALL. ~0 <.:CST UF CURHENT TH lCKNESS, IN $• S PLn FUUT 
MAINTENANCE ~OST Of CURRENT THJC~NESS, IN ~·s FER FOCT 
EX !STING SUf,FACE I~ESISTANCE, IN IJTU/IIR ,SO FT. DL:GiH:C F 
EQUIVALENT lHICKNESS FCR PIPING SYSTEMS 
COST CJI' COOliNG, Jl\ ,t.• ~ FEH ThE~M 
COST DF HEAT, ltl $ 1 5 Pt:B Tr1Ef~M 
INCREMENTAL TAX ~ATE 
AVAILAULE TAX CRE01T 
ANNUAL CGST u;:: INSULATION SYSTEIV, IN :t•s PEl~ Vf' PEt< FT 
ANtNAL IJTU LJS~ FQf< i:JUTH COU!-l!'G AND liLATIN\j . 
NUf'.HJEF-< OF I lERATIONS TO EE PERFCW·1ED . - . 
AHHI\Y HESEH\IED FGH NAME OF CL lENT 
Akf<AY rH::'~Sj:ln.CD fCR 1\AME OF CLII\ET'S HLPi~ESENTATIVF 

























































DECLARE DATA TYPES 
lNTEGCI< IN, LPo CODE, Nt F, lNUivlt.l. L 
l~tAL i<VAC~-IfK; FNTI-K, -1,. j, K~ CDH-~, 1-0t-F-1, 1-iEFFt CEFf, Of<AIJ, 
$NPW~ pw_, IILOSS, liGAlNt TCO~l. lHK, INSCST, MANCSTo PJ, .R5, Y, 
$CCUST, HCUSTo TEo TCI<ED, ANCST,-NHHU, NPV . 
DIMENSI(JN THK( 50),- INSC.ST(50 ), -MANCST(50), HGAIN(::)O), hLCSS (50), * A N flT iJ ( '.:.> 0 f , r ClJ S T ( 5 0 ) , P w ( 5 0 ) ; - 1\ P 1'1 ( 5 0 ) ; -- 1\ P V ( 5 0 } • AN C S T ( 5 0 ) 
INITIALIZE DATA 
DATA IN/5/, LP/6/ 
Pl;;:;J. 11H6 
HEAD It'~ lUt::fJT"lFlCATlu~~ OF STUDY 
HEAD( 11~. 10) NM·1 t. NAM2, NAI'Ot NAM4 
F 0 1-.H-1 A T ( 4 A4 ) 
READ( lN,ll} CONTI, CUNT2, CONT3o CONT4 
11 FOflf4AT (4 A4) 
READ( IN ,12) 
f'URI-11\ T( 4A4) 1 2 
HH Y P 1 , 1 N T Y F 2 • IN T Y P 3 , IN T Y P4 
C HEAD PHuGRAM INPUTS 
c 
HEAt)( ltJ, #.I KVAL 
HEAD(lN,*).lNCt FNThK 
HE AD { l N I * ) I t J • K 
HEAD( INo *) HDHH, CDI·I~ 
READ ( It~ • *) C UlJE • DfUllJ 
k E AD ( HJ. >l< ) II EF F , C E f F 
1-<EAO( lt~r*) t~S 
READ( IN.*} HCUST. CCUST 
HeAD( !tit*} TEo TG<LC 

















































OETEhtMINE NUMBEr~ OF HEI<AT IONS TO BE HUN 
INUMu~l~lXllFNTHK/I~C)+laOl 
LOOP TU HEAD. JN INPLT DATA 
OU 7 0 M~ 1 • I NU M IJ 
HLAD( Hl,*) l~ii<.(Nlt IN~CST(t-.1), NAtKST(H) 
70 CONTINUE 
OETERMINE.ANNUAL ENERGY LOSS FOR SYSTEM 
DO 50 L= 1 , l NUMJJ 
IF ( C CUE • EQ .. 1 } GO T:J 1 
HLOSS (L) ;;;;( HDHIU ./ ( (H~ H Ttc:K (L }/K VALl l *t-:EFF j 
IIG A I f'l ( L. ) = { C )I H~ ) / ( ( f< ~ H HI K ( L ) / K VAL) ) * C E F f ) 
GO TO 2 
1 Y=ALUG(OHAUi-TllK lU )-ALUG(Gf,Al)} 
HL 0 SS ( L ) ::: ( liD 1-lfl ~ ( { 2 .. C *P I >I' { 0 fi AD t- TH K ( L ) ) } / 1 2 • 0 HK V i~L} / 
$ ( ( ( ( U HA!H·T IlK ( L ) ) *Y ) i H< S * K VAL ) ) *11 EF F ) 
HGAIN(Ll=(LJHR*{(2.,C*Pl*(O~AC+ThK(L}))/12.0l*KVAL)/ 
${ ( ( (QLAD t-TilK ( L} ) >l<Y) t W S>!<KVAL)) *CEFF} 
2 ANUTU(LJ=HLOSS(L}tHCAINlL} 
T C n S T ( L ) = ( ( ( HL uS S ( L ) / 1 Ll 0 p 0 0 • 0) * H CU S T ) * ( 1 • 0 - T E) ) + 
$ ( { U.lG A It~ { L .) / 1 0 (l 0 0 0 • C ) * C COS l ) * { 1 • 0- TEl ) 
DE TEf~ NINE AF TLR- J AX PH !:.:SENT ~OHT t- Cf E f\E RGY 1-USSES 
36 NPW(L)=O.OO 
37 DO 60 F=lo N 
3 U P~ { L} =- ( ( ( M A NC S T { L ) ) -* ( 1 • 0- T E) ) + C T CU S T ( L ) * ( ( ( t ~ 0 t-1<) / ( l ! 0 + .J ) t * * F ) > ) * 
$((l.OH>**(-F)) . 
J9 NPW{LJ=PW{L)tNP~(LJ 





CALCULATE AFTER-TAX 1\LT Ff<ESElH \IALUE CF CUF<F<ENT THlCK"ESS 







































C 1\NNUALIZE AFTf:J,-TAX CUST OF CUF<RENT THICKNESS 
c 
c 
A N C S T ( L ) =N P V ( L ) * ( ( I ;f ( ( 1 • 0 + I ) * * N ) ) / ( ( ( 1 • 0 + [ ) * * N ) - 1 • 0 ) } 
50 CONT 1 tiUL 
C WfdE HESULTS OF CALCULATIGNS 
kli I~ 11 L { LP , 1 0 0) 
100 FDW4AT(1Hlo 20X, ~ECU'JLlMIC THICKNESS DETEHMINATIUN'• 
$//111 • lOX. 1 DC:PAint-DH CF 11\DLSH<IAL Et-Gli\EE!UNG AI\D tJANA(E~·1ENT 1 , 
$/1 H , 23X., H1KLAtlOMA STATE UNl VEHSITY', 
$//HiOo 21Xo 'INFUT fAHAt-1ETEf;S'} 
WRITE(LPelOJlNAMl.NAM2tNAM3,~AN4,CCNTl.CCNT2oLONT3oCONT4 
101 FDRMAT(/ltiO,'Fif<M:•, 2Xo 4A4, 16Xo •CGNTACT: 1 , 2X, 4A4) 
\1/Rl TE (LP,102)INTYP1 t1NTYF2 tlNTYP3, INTYF4,KVAL. 
102 FOIH-IAT(lHO, 'INSULATI:JN:•, 2X, 4AL~, lOX, 1 K-VAKUC:•, 2.X, 
_ $F6 .4., 1 X, 1 l..HU/ hR, SQ FT • CE G F' 1 
WhlTL(LP,103) 11\Co FNTHK 
103 FORMAT(lHO. •INCREMENT:•, 2X~ F5.2, lX, qNCHi.:.S 1 , 15X, 
$ 1 F lNAL THICKtiESS: I. 2~. f5 .2 .• IX. I INCbES'} 
WRITE(LP,l04l I~ J 
104 f01<1·1AT(tl-tO, 1 At-TEH-TAX 1'1AI~I<: 1 , 2X, Ft.2, lX, 1 % 1 , 15X, 
$ 1 GENEI~AL INFLATION f.ATE: •, 2X, F5.2, lX, • %1 ) 
wHITE(LP,l05} K, IJ.S 
105 fOFlMAT(lHO. 'FULL ESCALATION RATE; '• 2Xt Fl:~2· lXt 1 % 1 I 9X, 
$'SUf<FACE f<LSISTANCE:•. 2Xo Ft1.4, lX, 1 ETU/hf<o SQ FTo DEG F 1 ) 
WHITE (LP, 106) tWHH, CDHH 
lOb FlJH~1AT(lt-!Ot 'IIEATINC Dt::GHEL:-IiDui~S: '• 2Xa FlQ.J., uX, 
$'COOLING CH:.:I..iHE:::E-HCJUFS:•, 2Xa FlO.lJ 
wniTF:(Lf->ol07) HEFF, CE.FF 














































--· ·-·······-··- .. ··-··· ·-···· -· .. --~'"··-· 
$ 1 COOLitiG PLANT EFFI(I[NC¥;•. <~X. Fo.2t lXt 1 %1 
~RITL1LPol08J HCOSTo CCOST 
lOti FUI'<MAT(lHOo 'COST PEH T..-Ef<M OF HEAT: •, 2X, 1 $ 1 , F6o2t 7X, 
$'C.OST PE:H THEHM OF CODLING!', 2Xt 1 $ 1 • F6o2) 
WRITL(LP,I09l TE:o TCRLO 
109 FDHt-1AHHH.lt 'INCREMENTAL TAX HATE: •, 2Xo F5."Jo lXt '%' • SIXo 
$'AVAILAULL TAX Cf~EDIT: •. 2x, F5.3, tx, '%' > 
W f~ I TE ( L P • 1 1 4) flo; 
114 FUI::(MAT(lliO, 'USEFUL LIFE:•, 2X, l;.;! • 2Xo 1 YEARS' J 
wHITE(LP,llO} 
110 FURWIT(//1110, 23X, 'THICKNESS CALCULATlCNS', //lHOo 
$'lNSULATIUN'. sx. t INSTALLED'. 4X. I AI'.NUAL ENERGY•. 4X I 
$•NET PHESLNT 1 • 4X. •At<lHiALlLLI}', /Hi I 1 THlCKNt:~5·. ox. 
:li'COST•, 7Xa 1 LOSS Cfi GAIJ\ 1 o ClXa 1 VALUE 1 11 'lXt 'COST'} 
IF (COD[ ,r::o .. 1) GO TD 4 
WH 1 T E ( LP , 1 1 1 ) . 
111 FUI~MATOI! • '{11\ lNCI-!2:S)', 4X, '($/SC fT) 1 t ~x, 1 (UTU/SQ FT)•, 
$6X. '(~/SQ FTl 1 t ~X. '(!li/SQ FT)') 
GiJ TU 3 
4 WR I TE ( LP tl 1 2 ) 
11~ FURfv1AT(ll-i' 1 (lN lt'l(,:!ES) 1 , '~.X, 1 ($/LN FT)•, sx, •(UTU/LN fl)', 
$6Xt '($/LN fT) '• 5Xt 1 ($/1.-N FT )') 
3 DO BO t·1== 1, I NUME 
WHlTE(t_P.ll.J) TtlK(M). lNSCSTH-ih ANBTU(M}, 1\PV{M}, ANCSf(M) 
llJ rORt-IAT(lt-10. p;, f5~2t llX, F5!2t 7X,, r'hlt (;>X, F<;.2, !>, Ft:~2) 
80 CONT l NUE 
STOP 
Ef\<D 






















FCUNUMlC ThlCK~ESS DETEHMI~ATIC~ 
DEPARTt-1ENT 01' INDUSTRIAL LNGI~EEI( ING ANC tiAI\PGEi'-iENT 
OKLAHOMA STATE UNI~EHSITY 
lNPU T P AI~ ANt:: TL f.S 
F IHM: SANI..KO, INC. COkT ACT: S 0 SANDS TRUM 
INSULATION: CALCIUM SILICATE K-VAKUE! 0.39~0 BTU/HRt SQ FT. DE( F 
lNCR.t.MENT: 1 • 00 INCHES FII\AL THICKNESS! 6.00 INCHES 
AFTEI<-T AX MARR: o. lH % GEI\ERAL INFLA~ICN RAT~: 0.15 % 
f'Ut.L LSCALAT ION HATE: 0.2 0 % SUr.FACE 1-<ESIST.A~CE! 0.4-t..OO BTU/Hn • SQ FTa OEG F 
HEATING OEGREE-HOUf{S: 876000.0 COCL!NG DEGREE-hOURS: o.o 
tiEAT PLANT EFFICIENCY! 0. 70 .% COOLING PLANT EFFICIENCY: 0.70% 
COST PER THERM OF HE AT: $ O. 35 COST PER THERM CF COCLING: $ o.oo 
lNCHLMENTAL TAX RATL: O.AHO X AVAILA8LE TAX CREDIT! 0.000% 
USEFUL LIt' E! 
INSUL.ATIUhJ 
T H l CK NESS 
UN 1NCI-·IES) 
o .. oo 
















25 .. 15 
29.0(3 
ANNUAL ENEHGY 
LOSS U~ GAlt\ 
(ETU/LN FT) 
614294o.v 











1 5. 4 7 
1 8. 81 
zt.o':f 































ECONOMIC THICI'\NEGH DETEfd1IN.~TION 
DEPARTMENT OF INDUSTRIAL ENGINEERING AND MANAGEMENT 
OKLAHOMA STATE UNIVERSITY 
INPUT PAHAMETEf~S 
FIRM: SANDCO, INC 
INSULATION: CALCIUM SILICATE 
INCREMENT: 1.00 INCHES 
AFTER-TAX MARR: 0.18 % 
FUEL ESCALATION RATE: 0.20 % 
HEATING DEGREE-HOURSt 876000,0 
HEAT PLANT EFFICIENCY: 0.70 % 
COST PER THERM OF HEAT: S 0.35 
INCREMENTAL TAX RATE: 0.480 % 
USEFUL LIFE: 10 YEARS, 
CONTACT; S D SANDSTRUM 
1\·-VAKUE: 0. :·5900 BTl.l/lm 1 GD FT ~ liED F 
FINAL THICKNESG: 6.00 INCHES 
GENERAL INFLATION RATE: 0.15 % 
SURFACE RESISTANCE: 0.4600 BTU/HR~ SD FlY DED F 
COOLING DEGREE-HOURS: 0.0 
COOLING PLANT EFFICIENCY: 0.70 % 
COST PER THERM OF COOLING: S 0.0 
























::.~ ~:;; ~ l ~:) 
29.0B 
ANNUAL ENERGY 
















































ENTER HEATING AND COOLING EFFICIENCIES 
'? 
O.lO 0.70 
ENTER EXISTING SURFACE RESISTANCE 
' 0.4600 
ENTER HEATING AND COOLING COST PER THERM 
' 0.35 o.oo 
ENTER INCREMENTA~ TAX RATE AND TAX CREDIT 
.. ~ 
0.48 o.oo 
ENTER USEFUL LIFE OF INSULATION 
"!) 
10 
ENTER SURFACE CODE AND OUTSIDE RADIUS 
·r 
1 4.3125 
ENTER THICKNESS, INSTALLED COS"fy MAINTENANCE COST 
' o.oo o.oo o.oo 
? 
1.00 5.06 0.05 
? 
2.00 9.12 0.09 
? 
3.00 13.93 0.14 
? 
4.00 17.48 0.17 
? 
5.00 25.15 0.25 
1 























l qrnN 1.:-o ·l~t -L ·7 ()()A 1::· N ·1·1::·1:·· I I(:' 1:·1:·· .[ l .... p.,, .J<:> ... . •. \ .•• > ... \. I 
U11610A 
ENTER CURRENT PASSWORD FOR U11610A-
STEV 
U11610A LOGON IN PROGRESS AT 12;43;53 ON DECEMBER 12Y 1980 
The remote facilitw in Ensineerins South will close for seffiester 
break at 6t00 P.m. Thursdaur Dec. 11, and will reopen at 10:30 a.m. 
Mondauy Januarw 12. 
READY 
TERM LINESIZE (130) 
f~EADY 
CALL ECOTHK.LOAD<ECOTHK> 
ENTER NAME OF FIRM 
St~NDCO, INC 
EN'fER CLIENT REPRESENTATIVE 
B D BANDSHWM 
ENTER INSULATION TYPE UNDER ANALYSIB 
CALCIUM GILICATE 
ENTEf< 1'\·· .. VAI...UE OF INSULATHlN 
1!) 
0.3900 
ENTER INCREMENT AND FINAL THICKNESS 
? 
1.00 6.00 
ENTER MARR~ INFLATION AND FUEl... ESCALATION RATES 
"l 
0.18 0.15 0.20 
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